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INTRODUCTORY SEMINARS
A series of seminars covering all units, divided into eleven

fields, which will place emphasis on philosophical appraisal

and an analysis of academic methodology in that field. Each

Seminar will consist of a panel of 4-5 speakers, to stir up

questioning and discussion which will follow.

Monday 28. 4.00pm.
Anthropological Sciences: (Linguistics,

Sociology, Pre-history) H/A. Tank

Law: Law L/T
Political Science: Copland L/T

Tuesday 29. 4.00pm.
Biological Sciences: (Zoology, For

estry, Botony, Biochemistry) Chem.L/T
Economics Copland. L/T
History and Civilization: (All histories

and Asian Civilization) H/A. Tank

Wednesday 1. 4.00

Asian Languages H/A. Tank

English Copland.L/T
Physical Sciences: (Physics, Chemistry,

Geology, Theoretical Physics) . Chem.L/T
Geography: H/A. Room 1.

Psychology: Physics.L/T

Thursday 2. 4.00

European Languages: H/A. Tank

Philosophy Copland. L/T
Quantitative Sciences: (Applied and

pure maths. Statistics, Computer
Science) Chem. L/T

Friday 3. 4.00

Teaching and Assessment Copland.L/T

REORIENTATE
One point that emerged from the Teach In on Tertiary
Education held in January this year was that students who

had completed their secondary education were not lacking

in orientation. Indeed it was clear that one could expect

most matriculants who were successful in gaining entry to

tertiary institutions to personify the endowment of her

or his formal education. To use the words of a secondary

student who spoke at the Teach In, this legacy was 'a

passive acceptance of trained animal status'.

!t seems foolish then, or more accurately redundant, to

/velcome new students from secondary schools to the ANU

/vith an 'orientation' scenario — especially when this uni

/ersity tolerates, and in many cases subscribes, to.the'per

Detuation of such a secondary school ethic.

On other counts the notion of an 'orientation' program
seems inappropriate. This unsuitability becomes evident

if one looks at the preambles in past Orientation programs
— 'For goodness sake, don't be shy', 'After all. this is your

week', 'As freshers, it is the only one you get' ,
etc. Past

Orientation Weeks have placed inordinate emphasis on

distinguishing a group of students by a relatively unimport
ant characteristic — i.e. their newness, at the expense of

focusing the attention on more important criteria (within :

the context of. an academic institution) for distinguishing

people — i.e. ability for abstract or critical thinking, ability

to argue or seek out evidence, imagination, sense of per

spective, etc.
-~...

The intention of past programs seems to have been to en

courage new students to 'get into.orientation', 'be invol

ved', 'go to it', so that before long they won't be new and

will begin to feel just as they did at the end of secondary

school. Irony of course lay more in the rampant unreality ?

of past programs. It wasn't the action-packed mind

bending introduction^ that tarnished new students but

rather the thirty-odd weeks that followed. In all pro

bability the orientation week experience was the closest

most students were ever likely to get toward realising the

capable passion of a stimulated mind. ;
-

-

If the commencement of this academic year is seen in retro

spect as an equally 'unreal manifestation in terms of an

introduction to the ANU it will be because a conscious

effort to overcome this aspect has failed. An effort not

directed to the easier alternative, i.e. making the program

more dull, but rather attempting to initiate a continuing

process in which standards desirable in a university are met

throughout the year.

This year should begin with all members of the university

(on the occasion of people arriving and leaving) taking time

out to look at the processes — academic and otherwise —

in which they are involved at the ANU .
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'PEOPLE ARE willing to accept the accusations against me

because they themselves are ridden by feelings of guilt over sex,

and I am a convenient whipping boy.' 'I did not set out to

become a martyr, but the plain fact is that I'm lying for every

body else's sins.'
—

Ralph Ginzburg, U.S. Publisher,- on receiving a three year

sentence after conviction of violating Federal Statutes in regard

to mailing obscene material.

WHERE DO the universities Jie? According to Spiro Agnew,
'.'What has

disturbed. me, is that whiie our present system of educ

.

ation does teach our young people to think — even to care — it is

not adequately preparing the majority. of them to earn a living

commensurate with their- desires, interests,. their talents or the
nation's needs.' Just a little, at odds with the current belief

that the universities are far too vocationally oriented.
'

THE JOYS of bureaucracy. Among other things, the working

party on car parking has suggested that 'a very few assured

(parking) places be allowed, (eg. for the Vice Chancellor and for

- the disabled) probably at the normal 'hunting licence' rate!'

WHO DROPPED the population bomb? The number of preg

:
nancies on campus last year was treble the average for 1969-70.

Where does the responsibility lie?

WHERE IN HELL is Ian Green?

DUMB COP'of the month. During a recent assault trial arising

out' of the Springbok demonstration, an A.C.T. cop emphasised

strongly the violence of the defendant's efforts in resisting arrest.

The court. was treated to a vivid description of flailing arms,

kicking legs and unseemly, language — standard stuff for demos.

Cross examination revealed that in the witness's opinion, the

defendant had suffered from no obvious physical impediment
Score one for the efficiency of the average Australian fed — the

court was subsequently informed that; the defendant had at the

time suffered from a broken leg which -was firmly encased in

nice heavy plaster.

IN THE WAKE of the Sunbury Pop Festival: A two^month
gaol sentence for a 28 year old Melbourne Salesman who 'wil-

fully and obscenely exposed himself' during the event. A far

cry from — dare we say it
— Woodstock.

HELP. INCREASE the number of student concessions available

by ? supporting those firms which do offer such concessions.
Preferential dealing with these firms exerts pressure on others

of offer similar deals.

ALBERT EINSTEIN on our beloved university system:

'.'One had to crarn all this stuff into one's mind, whether one

liked it or not. This coercion. had such a deterring effect that,

.after I had passed the final examination, I found the considerat

ion of any scientific problems distasteful to me for an entire

year,.
?

.
It is in fact nothing short of a miracle that the modern

methods' of instruction have not entirely strangled the holy

curiosity of inquiry; for- this delicate little plant, aside from
. stimulation, stands mainly in need of freedom; without this it

goes to wrack and ruin without fail. It is a very grave mistake to

. think that the enjoyment of seeing and searching can be pro
moted by means of coercion and a sense of duty. To the con

trary, I believe that it would be possible to rob even a healthy
beast of prey of its vora6iousness, if it were possible, with the aid

of a whip, to force the beast to devour continuously, even when

not hungry —

especially if the food, handed out under such

coercion, were to be selected accordingly'.
V ? J

Returns to Canberra for special

Orientation Season after a disastrous

country tour. BANNED IN WAGGA
- TITLE CONSIDERED OBSCENE ?

IN GOULBOURN - CLOSED BY

POWER STRIKE IN WODONGA,
with that sort of background you'd
better rush to see it at Childers St

before the Hall blows up.

Would, you listen to what the critics

say
—

'will- bite into the funny bone
of any audience and bang on like a

bulldog till the last line...' 'This

brilliant creation will haunt you at

pubs and parties long after the curtin

has fallen...' and in the U;S. 'quite

elegantly comic'. 'Buzo's linked to

lonesco and Pinter by an intuitive kin

ship of mind, spirit and talent... rarely
has black comedy been more lavish

in its laughter.'

Childers St Theatre. Feb 28. 7.30

and Feb 29, March 2,3,4 at 8.15.

Students $1 . Bookings Union Shop. ?

rooted
A play by

Australian,

Alex Buzo;

Produced by

Australian

Theatre

Workshop.

^^j^^g turn on with sm'bbo
and Horizon. Monday 28. 9.00 - 1.00 , Union.

The local and
The third world
The perception formed by most

locals about overseas students

is that of the problematic Asian

student: their inability to cope
with the cultural shock and the

conspicuous cliques that they
?

form. Seldom is the thought

given to the non-Asian (or' more

appropriately; non-Third World)
overseas student as being pr.ob

. lematic. This phenomenon can

oqly be explained in terms of

the higher degree of integration
and blending achieved by non

Third World foreign students.

To say thai the Third-World

student has more problems (soc

ial) than other students is con

tentious; fallacious even. The

tendency is' to forget that the

Third World student has his own

particular values' from which any
deviation would be anathema —

of course one does not discount.

the more 'progressive' ones. It

is from these 'progressives' that

the average local relates and com

pares the general level of con

tentment amongst Third World

students. One also tends to for

get that the majority of Third'

World students are here, first and

foremost, to collect their 'bread-

tickets', invariably the social as

pect of their stay is secondary;
i.e. if 'social' is equated with

the Australian concept of the

word. Thus, the existence of

national sectarian organizations

amongst these Third World stud

ents. It is not so much the in

adequacy of the local social

scene, rather the transplanted
ones arc much more conducive

and familiar.

Hitherto, Third World type sec

tarian national organizations have

unconsciously tended to follow

(not . necessarily unfortunately)
line of providing conduciveness

and familiarity. Theoretically
at least, the ideal thing is to

attain a balanced integrated org
anization and partial destruction

?of the transplanted socialimage:
but this remains merely in terms

of polemics amongst Third World

student protagonists. It is still

very much a question as to the

attainment of the nexus between

the home and the new. society.

The majority of locals have the

tendency to criticise (comment?)
on the seemingly aloofness of

Third World students. There is

no aloofness, it, is only a matter

of variations amongst people,
otherwise known as cultural div

ersity. The only thing about this

variation is that it has been lab-
'

elled 'unique'-; and as it were

everybody wants a part of it. -

This reduces the Third World

student to the level of something

peculiar
— a gnome perhaps! ? —

and this is the disgusting part of

the whole thing. Irrespective of

one's retrogressive or progressive
- -

tendencies it is generally agreed
that cultural diversity is a desir

able thing, but when labels start

appearing the whole purpose is

defeated. Locals hope to
get

a

cut of this phantom uniqueness

through mechanical means. There

is hardly any need to harp on' the

failures encountered; but the un

fortunate thing is that the .'prob-
?

lematic Asian
'

concept creeps in

Cultural diversity or social var

iations (call it what you will) is

not handed over the counter with'
?

a price attached; if you want a

part, of this so-called uniqueness,

drop your artificialities and the

only price you will ever
pay'

is

some personal
involvement.

There is no particular need for

Third World students to want to

make themselves understood by
their local contemporaries. How

ever, since part of the Third

World is here it is only to the

advantage of locals to make the

moves; and in most cases such

moves are favourably received.

Note: This article was not in

cluded because of literary merit.

-Ed.
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Doctor in the house
When a

patient
is unwilling to

disclose his symptoms, it is dif

ficult for the doctor to diagnose
the complaint, let alone suggest
a cure.

And so it is with the Union.

ine symptoms or ni-neaitn nave

again become evident, though it

is difficult, because of the very
nature of the Union, to envisage
them in their entirety. Perhaps
the most obvious manifestation

of this is yet another annual

increase in Union prices.

In characteristic, if not very
subtle fashion, the prices in the

milk-bar and the refectory were

again increased at the beginning
of February — a time, hopes the

Union, when there are fewer

students on campus to complain
of the increases. But the Union

will have to more than hope if

they believe that students will

ignore price jumps of up to 35%.

Especially is this so when it

becomes evident that the claim

by Gene de Totth, secretary to

the Union, that the Union Board

'tries to ensure that a reasonable

meal is always available at below

city 'prices', is no more than a

farce. It is strange that prices
have increased on an average of

20% . because of 'increasingly

severe cost pressures', etc. etc.

when no such similar increases

have appeared necessary in the

rest of Canberra.

The hospital canteen and those

controlled by the public service

on a non-profit, basis (supposedly
the basis of Union- activities)

now provide meals at lower prices
than the Union. But more

fundamentally, there. is the pos

sibility that the Union is not

organised on a non-profit basis

at all. Is it true that some income

is being put aside for the new

Union, effectively transferring the

money spent by present Union

members into future facilities

that these students may never

use? If this is so the Union

cannot be considered as a non

profit organisation. This is in

direct contradiction to Mr dc

Totth's own statement that 'Only
direct costs (material costs, lab

our, etc.) are paid for by price
income'.

But the sickness extends further

than just, the magnitude of price
increases. The philosophy of

pricing throughout the Union

should be analysed. Should, in

fact, some areas
(e.g.

the bar,
the milk-bar, the Union shop)

charge prices so as to make a

profit, and thus subsidise the

loss areas (eig. the Refectory)?

Certainly not, because the Re

fectory should not make a loss.

The present state of affairs has

resulted from a policy of provid
ing uneconomically small num

bers of supposedly high quality
meals. If a smaller variety of

basic meals was available, the

increased student support and

reduced number of staff required
would allow lower prices. Why
cannot

spaghetti bolognaise be

sold for 25c as it is at La Trobe

University? In fact, some Union

staff members believe that such

a policy should be implemented.

Why isn't it?

The answer probably lies in a

disease that is. more serious than

the obvious symptoms would

lead us to believe. The diag
nosis is difficult. We really do

need a doctor.

David Spratt

bathroom

before

bedroom

Blacks
take over

conference
National Abschol Director, Bryan
Havenhand, was asked to resign
at the Action Conference on

Racism and Education held in

Brisbane over the Australia Day
long weekend.

Bryan's talk on the Saturday
sparked off a demand

. by the

blacks that all white leaders of

Aborigine oriented organisations
be- replaced by black leaders

immediately suitable ones be

come available. It was pointed
out by Bruce McGuinness that

in 15 years of. white lead organ
isations they had not produced
one black leader.

. Despite white

paternalism there arc certainly

many articulate blacks capable
of such leadership now. The rac

ism of white paternalism was as

damned as the racism of the

white establishment.

The conference had commenced

on Friday evening withan intro

duction by Dr. Ncal Eddington.

Following lively rcsponse'from a

number of blacks in the audience

a motion was passed throwing
out the

existing agenda and vest

ing responsibility for restructur

ing the conference in the hands

of the blacks. This was the first

of many occasions when the bla

cks demonstrated their strong and

united resolve for black selfdeter

mination-black power. The black

caucus retained the basic agenda
but curtailed each speaker's time .

and stipulated that the speakers
relate directly to the black aud

ience, giving positive action pro

posals.

On Saturday morning Colin Tatz

proposed ways in which aborigin
es could fight discrimination th

rough legal channels. There was

considerable scepticism from bl

acks who claimed to have been

victims of police intimidation.

This became a dominant theme

in the conference 'Get the pigs
off our backs!' (Dennis Walker).

By the §unday and Monday a

large
communication gap became

apparent. Several white academ

ics gave on occasion quite search

ing analyses of racism, but often

followed by half-baked Marxists,
were strongly criticised by the

blacks who accused them of stuff

ing irrelevant white idealogies
down their throats. Paul Coc gave
the bitterest of such criticisms.

'The Aborigines are the most crit

icised race on earth, the most

vicious animal to have walked this

earth is the white, the Anelo

Saxon white.'

Tuesday was devoted to working
out action proposals which had

been discussed in action groups

during the previous two days.

The Canberra delegation had its

complacency totally upset. It

was obvious that the whites, and

especially we in Canberra, had

little or no concept of the nature

and diversity of the problem
faving Aborigines. The, number

of forceful and articulate blacks

was a pleasant surprised The

blacks made it obvious that the

only role that whites can play is

that of technical assistants. The

black movement will be lead by
blacks. Black power is herc_ to

stay.

'If I had the power to organize higher education as I should wish

it to be, I should seek to substitute for the old orthodox religions

'which appeal to few among the young, and those as a rule the

least intelligent and the most obscurantist something which is

perhaps hardly to be called religion, since it is merely a focusing
of attention upon well-ascertained facts. I should seek to make

young people vividly aware of the past/vividly realizing that the

future of man will in all likelihood be immeasurably longer than

his past, profoundly conscious of the minuteness of the planet

upon which we live and of the fact that life on this planet is only

a temporary incident; and at the same time with these facts

which tend to emphasize the insignificance of the individual I

should present quite another set of facts designed to impress upon

the mind of the young the greatness of which the individual is

capable, and the knowledge that throughout all the depths of

stellar space nothing of equal value is known to us. Spinoza

long ago wrote of human bondage and human freedom; his form

and his language make his thought difficult of access to all but

students of philosophy, but the essence of what I wish to convey

differs little from what he has said. Bertrand Russell

^ ? /

turn on again with

/sp^^v. c0,-c din 6

VV ^~' Friday, 3rd. 9.00 -

1.00, Union.
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Is gay liberation relevant?
Australia is just seeing the begin
nings of Gay Liberation which

has made so much progress in the

U.K. and America. Gay Liberat

ion is an attempt by gay men

*

and women to free ourselves as

individuals from our own hang
ups and to bring to an end the

direct oppression from our soc

iety, . int: Dealings,: uic- jjuulc

harassment and imprisonment,
and the job discrimination.

Gay Liberation challenges not

only traditional sex roles, where

it is linked with Women's Lib.

but together with other liberat

ion ?movements of students, rad

icals, hippies and blacks, it re

fuses to accept the traditional
'

standards of establishment cap

italism.

Gay shows the way. In some

ways we are already more advan

ced than straight people. We are

already
outside the family and

we have already, in part at least,

rejected the 'masculine' or 'fem

inine' roles society has designed
for us. Gay men don't need to

oppress women in order to ful

fil their own psycho-sexual needs

and gay women don't have to

relate sexually to the male op

pressor, so that at this moment

in time, the freest and most equal

relationships
arc most likely to

be between homosexuals. . But

because the sexist culture has

oppressed us and distorted our

lives too, this is not always ach

ieved. In our mistaken, placat

ing efforts to1 be accepted and

tolerated, we've too often sub

mitted to the pressures to con

form to the straight-jacket
of

society's rules and hang-ups
about sex. Particularly oppress

ive aspects
of gay society are the

Youth Cult, Butch and Fern me

role-playing and Compulsive

Monogamy.

The oppression of gay people
starts in the most basic unit of

society, the family, consisting
of the man in charge, a slave as

his wife, and their children on

whom they force themselves as

the idea! models. The very

form of the family works against

homosexuality.

At some point all gay people
have found it difficult to cope

with having the restricting images
of man or women pushed on

them by their parents. It may

have been from very early on,

when the pressures to play with
'

the 'right' toys, and thus prove

boyishness or girlishncss, drove

against the child's inclinations.

But for all of us this is certainly
a problem by the time of adoles

cence, when we arc expected to

prove
ourselves socially to our

parents as members of the right
sex (to bring home a -boy/girl

friend) and to start being a 'real'

(oppressed) young woman. The

tensions can be very destructive.

The fact that gay people notice

they are different from othei

men and women in the family
situation, causes them to feel

ashamed, guilty and failures.

How many
of us have been

thrown out of home? How

many of us have been pressured
into marriage, sent to psychia
trists frightened into sexual in

ertia, ostracised, banned, emot

ionally destroyed — all by our

parents?

Formal religious
education is still

part of everyone's schooling, and

our whole legal structure is sup

posedly ; based on Christianity,
whose archaic and irrational tea

chings support the family and

marriage as the only permitted
condition for sex. Gay people
have been attacked as abominable

and sinful since the beginnings of

both Judiasm and Christianity,
and even if today the Church is

playing down these strictures on

homosexuality , its new ideology
is that gay people arc pathet
ic objects

for sympathy.

Gay Liberation, like Women's

Lib., is. concerned with making,
sex a means of creative express

ion and communication between

people. Sex is often directly

aggressive and attempts to de

personalise people, eg. the 'male

chauvinist' who assumes that

women play subordinate roles

and arc less human than himself.

Learning how to be open and

good with each other sexually is

part of our liberation.

Loving each other is a good
thing, not an unfortunate thing.

Homosexuality is not just a make

shift in the absence of the oppos

ite sex; it is not just hatred and

rejection
of the opposite sex;

it is not just genetic; it is not

just the result of broken homes;

homosexuality is the capacity to.

love someone of the same sex.

Oppression by straight society

begins with growing up feeling

alone and singled out as 'queer'

by parents, friends and teachers

for non-conformist behaviour.

The press, radio, television and

advertising arc used as reinforce

ments against us, and make pos

sible the control of people's

thoughts on an unprecedented
scale. Entering everyone's home,

affecting everyone's life, the med

ia controllers, nil representatives

of the rich, male-controlled world,
can exaggerate or suppress what

ever information suits them. Un

der different circumstances, the

media might not be the 'weapon

of a small minority /The present
controllers are therefore dedicat

ed defenders of things as they
stand. Accordingly, the images
of people which they transmit

in their pictures and words do

not subvert, but support soc

iety's image of 'normal' man and

woman. It follows that we arc

characterised as scandalous, ob

scene
perverts; as rampant,

wild sex-monsters; as
pathetic,

doomed and compulsive degen
erates; while the truth is blanket

ed under a conspiracy of silence.

The ultimate success of all forms

of oppression is our selfoppress
ion. Self-oppression is achieved

when the gay person has adopted
and internalised straight people's
definition of what is good and

bad. Self-oppression is saying:
'When you come down to

it, we

arc abnormal'. Or doing what

you most need and want to do,

but with a sense of shame, and

loathing, or in a slate of dis

association, pretending it isn't

happening; cruising not because

you enjoy it, but because you're
afraid of anything less anonym
ous. Self-oppression is saying:
'I accept what I am', and mean

ing; 'I accept thai what I am is

second-best and rather pathetic'.

Self-oppression is any other kind

of apology: 'We've been living

together for years and all our

married friends know about us

and think we're just the same as

them'. Why? You're not!

Self-oppression is the dolly
les

bian who says: i can't stand

those butch types who look like

truck drivers'; the virile gay man

who shakes his head at the

thought of 'those pathetic qu
eens'. This is self-oppression
because it's just another way of

saying: 'I'm a nice normal gay,

just like an attractive hetero

sexual'.

The ultimate in self-oppression
is to avoid confronting straight

society, and thereby provoking
further hostility. Self-oppression
is

saving,
and believing: 'I am

not oppressed'.
'

Homosexual relationships are il:

legal. The Crimes Acts and

Criminal Codes in Australia con

tain two distinct sexual offences

in the realm of homosexuality.
The first is buggery, otherwise

known as sodomy or anal inter

course. Sentences from ten to

twenty years depending on the

State/can be levied with or with

out, whipping. The other offence

recognised by the law is various

ly described as 'unnatural offen

ses', 'indecent practices' or 'in

decencies' between men. This

covers every other sexual, or

indecent act that can be per
formed between two or more

men. It docs not necessarily
involve physical contact and can

be interpreted to cover such

specifically sexual acts as
kissing

or holding hands.

The bulk of the sociologists and

psychiatrists
sec homosexuality

as a problem and treat us as sick.

Fjmployers let it be known that

our skills arc acceptable only if

our sexuality is hidden. Bus

iness, industry and government
will generally dismiss someone

found to be a homosexual. The

draft and armed forces will not

accept us. Parasites run oppress
ive bars and dances for. their

own profit.

Gay Liberation wants to get

away from possessiveness, elit

ism, inflexible roles and personal

inequality. We want to define

a new pluralistic, rolcfrce social

structure for ourselves. It must

contain both the freedom and

physical space for people to live

alone, live together for a while

or a long time, either as couples
or in large numbers. Liberation

for gay people is defining for

ourselves how and with whom we

live, instead of measuring our

relationships in comparison with

. straight values.

Much of what we feel is summed

up in the poem by the American

poet Bruce Borchcrdt, 'it makes

me think' of manly love too,

Walt'.

'It makes me think one should

find- no part or, total of him

self to love,

But . love all other parts and

totals of the Kosmos outside

of himself equally.
?

Then one will have found the

joyous leaves of love and loved

loosely and not selfishly.

One's existance is of no avail

to oneself, only to others

docs it have meaning, .

If they too love loosely: so go

.

ahead and, kiss a tree!

Any tree, even a Live-Oak grow

ing-'
' '

.

. ?.

'

We must be free to live pur own

lives in our own way.

i

Venereal disease, in

terms of cases rep

orted, is the second
most popular cont

agious disease in the

world.

Order in the courts
Extracts from:
Draft Criminal Code for the Australian Territories

PART II, DIVISION 6-OFFENCES RELATING TO SEXUAL

CONDUCT

103. Unnatural Offences

(1) Any person who:

(a) has sexual connection with any person against the order

of nature;

(b) has sexual connection with any animal; or

(c) permits a male person to have sexual connection with him

or her against the order of nature,

is guilty of an indictable offence.

(2) It is a circumstance of aggravation in offences against para

graphs (a) arid (c) of sub-section (1) hereof that the offend

- er is of or above the age of twenty-one years and the other

party to the sexual connection is under the age of sixteen

years.

105. Indecent Practices between Males

Anymale person who, whether in public or private, commits any

act of gross indecency with another male person/or procures an

other male person to commit any act of gross indecency with him,

is guilty of an indictable offence.

116. Procuring Abortion

Subject to the provisions of section 40 of this Code:

(a) any person who, with intent to procure the miscarriage
of a woman, uses any means whatever, is guilty of an

indictable offence;

(b) any woman who, with intent to procure her own mis- . ?

carriage, uses any means whatever, is guilty of an indict- ;

able offence. .
?

;

117. Supplying Anything to Procure Abortion

Any person who supplies to or procures for any person anything i:

whatever, in order that it be unlawfully used to procure the mis-
?

j;

carriage of a woman, is guilty of an indictable offence.
\

PART V, DIVISION 1-PUBLIC ORDER . I

177. Unlawful Assembly . [

(1) Where a group of three or more persons assemble:
?

[

(a) for any purpose forbidden by law; or

(b) with intent to carry out any common purpose lawful-.or

unlawful in such a manner as to endanger the public !

peace or to cause persons in the neighbourhood to fear
;

on reasonable grounds that the persons so assembled will
j

will tumultuously disturb the peace or needlessly and
:

without any reasonable occasion provoke others so to do '

the persons who so assembled are guilty of the indictable

offence of unlawful assembly.

(2) An assembly of three or more persons who assemble for the

purpose of protecting the house of any one of them against

persons threatening unlawfully to break and enter the house

is not an unlawful assembly.

178. Rout

Any persons who assemble together with a common purpose 'to

engage in conduct which if engaged in would amount to riot and
who take a substantial step towards execution of their. common

purpose commit the indictable offence of rout. J
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The gospel truth
John XXIII College will probably

. have a full quota of students for

1972. But .this should not be

attributed to the marginally
cheaper fees of the

College.
More properly it will result from

the ignorance by many potential
residents of the academic and

administrative turmoil that has

characterised the College over

the last three years.

The trouble at Johns can be

indicated by two actions taken

by residents in 1971 when the

situation became so intolerable

that they were forced to move

beyond the internal bureaucracy,

which, up to that time, had

failed to implement urgently nee

ded reforms
.

The first was a petition signed

by three quarters of the resid

ents which expressed the feeling
that 'the Dominican Fathers at

present in the College are not

suited to' their responsibilities',

and, which further requested 'an

inquiry by the University into

the ability of the Dominican Or

der to meet their commitments

.

to the College, both general and

academic'. ''.

The second was a set of strongly
worded recommendations pre

pared by the members of the

Senior Common Room (the res

ident tutors) which aimed at in

creasing student and university

participation in the College Coun

cil, together with suggestions for

an Academic Advisory Commit

.tee that would attempt to find

means by which to raise the low

academic performances of the

College residents.

These two actions should not,

however,, be seen in isolation.

They are indicative of the prob
lem that was created when John
XXIII College Affiliation Agree
ment was drawn up between the

University and the Dominican

Order. The agreement was so

worded that the University has no

real power to implement reforms

within the College, except per

haps, to take over the College
itself and the associated out

standing debt of $l'/2 million —

a drastic and unlikely
event.

The Agreement allowed for a

College Council (fhc principal
administrative body) of six, con

sisting of three Dominicans (in

cluding the Master who has a cast

ing vote) the Senior Tutor, the

President of the Junior Common

Room Committee and one mem

ber of University Council. This

structure virtually gave the Dom- ?

inicans absolute power over the

Council, and hence the running
of the College. And it appears
that the dear Fathers have used

this power in a manner which

has led to a poor development
of the College

— in academic

and cultural life and in relations

between the Dominicans and the

residents.

The criticism of the Dominicans

is related to their failure to pro
vide for two of the basic elements

of a successful College
—

a close

association between the college

community and members of the.

academic community; ai d a

healthy relationship between ad

ministration and the students of

the college, including adequate
student representation on College
Council.

The academic standing of the

College is low. Five of the seven

priests associated with the ad

ministration of the. College since

its foundation do not hold rec

cognised University, degrees (in

cluding the Master). This is in

. marked contrast to the situation

in other Halls and Colleges.' Many
residents believe that such a lack

of academic experience and abil

ity has made it very difficult for

the Dominican Order tofullfill

the objects of the College, viz,

'to establish and maintain a

residential College where students

of the University, members of the

staff of the University, persons

engaged in research at the Uni

versity, and other qualified per

sons may, as residents or non

residents, obtain religious, educ

ational, cultural; social and re

creational advantages and facilit

ies for study and research'.

This problem has been aggravated

by the manner in which the

Dominicans have treated the Sen

ior Common Room in their at

tempts to institute needed re

forms. The Senior Common

Room has been discontinuous,
with tutors being 'sacked', long
vacations existing without any
senior common room at all, and

a series of confrontations between

the senior common room and

the Dominicans.

In 1969 several tutors were not

re-admitted, leaving only six tut

ors at the commencement of first

term for nearly three hundred

residents. The tutors attempted
to initiate changes in internal

academic structure. However, the

Master, Father Hcgarty did not

provide sufficient support, pre

ferring
to r«:sort to petty critic

ism. The scheme lapsed and

the senior common room was

disbanded in December 1970.

It appeared that the Dominicans

were unmoveable from their en

trenched stand, and they! did

technically have the power th

rough the Affiliation .Agreement
to disregard student requests.

The senior common room was

reformed in February 1971 after

a three months lapse during wh

ich there had been virtually
no

internal academic structure. The

tutors from 1970 accepted rc

appointment (after exclusion th

reats to two tutors were removed)
in the belief that co-operation
between the tutors and adminis

tration would improve. This

did not eventuate. Early in the

year, constitutional amendments

clarifying the position of senior

tutor and college president, and

suggesting an additional student

and university academic on Col

lege Council were re-submitted

by the College Tutors. The latter,
it was hoped would increase

Council interest in the College,
and give both students and the

University a more reasonable say
in College policy. The amend

ments were ignored and the Dom

inicans continued to rely
on the

Affiliation Agreement and hence

the College Council as a last re

sort to justify their position — a

position increasingly at odds with

the students and the tutors. In

a final attempt to raise standards

in the College a Committee to

Advise on Academic Affairs was

suggested by both students and

tutors. The idea was aired at a

meeting of College Council in

April 1971. The tutors and the

Master subsequently resolved out

standing differences on the com

mittee proposal and a council

meeting was held in October

1971. Having signified his agree
ment with the proposals the pre
vious day, the Master then com

pletely reversed his stand, re

jected the committee structure

and instead suggested an alter

nate scheme — to request from

University Administration the

names of three members of aca

demic staff who would accept

appointment to the 1972 senior,

common room.

And there the final attempt to

revive the college died. The

Dominicans were just not inter

ested.

To add to the humiliation of,' an

already badly treated. senior com

mon room Father
llegarty then

withdrew his offer to one tutor

for re-appointment for 1972.

Subsequently he refused a request
to give reasons for his actions.

He preferred to rely on the power
of the still unchanged College
Council of six — declaring that

'Council of John XXIII College
has given me authority to decide

on admissions and re-admissions

at my own. discretion'.

Not one of the 1971 tutors has

survived to face another year.

But the story goes even further.
The junior common room initiat

ed a college newsheet which has

become an important element in

the internal communication sys
tem. For their efforts those

people identified with the news-,

sheets have been refused readmu

sion. It appears that the Domin

icans, in their enlightened judge
ments, believe that any person
who could object to their un

imaginative, unmovable and dic

tatorial administration has no

place in John XXIII. Such think

ing people are probably happier
out of the college anyway.

The siutation in John XXIII

cannot become much wor§e. We

can only pray that it will im

prove.

David Spratt

$500$
student

specials

1966 Morris 1100 $650. Full Price

1961 Falcon Station Wagon $350 .

Full Price

1965 HD Holden Auto Sedan $700
Full Price. July Rego. 79000

1964 EH Holden Auto Stat./Sdn

$750 Full Price. Dec. Registration

1960 FB Holden Sedan No Rego.

$100 Full Price

1966 Morris 1100 Sedan $650
Full Price

1960 Morris Major Sedan $300
Full Price Sept. Registration

84000 miles

1966 Morris Mini Deluxe $650
Full Price

We have'nt got it? \ ?

If there is a car you particularly

want, WE can get it for you.
Contact Ian Watson

Alan Gallagher
John Williams

LARKE HOSKINS

24 MORT STREET BRADDON

485777
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f WORONI
The present Australian federal government thrives on

secrecy
— by repressing what is damaging to it, and by

protecting proposed legislation to avoid any possible pub
lic debate in a country that was supposedly established

as a democracy.

No case better exemplifies this than the Draft Criminal
Code for Australian Territories, a document likely to be

come law in the present session of parliament. The Code,
prepared in February 1969, has survived what must in

evitably be public condemnation simply because of the

general ignorance of its existence. It is only now that the
A.C.T. Advisory Council has started to move on the Code.

The Code was intended to simplify the language of the

law, making it more intelligible to a greater number of

people, to introduce an element of stability into the law,

and hopefuJly to reflect the present social environment.
But instead of the necessary adjustments of legal instit

utions to contemporary society, the Code is tantamount

to a reflection of a system already in force in Queensland,
and such a Code is certainly hundreds of years out of

time.

Codefication. requires, at least for moral issues, judgment
on acceptable norms as a basis for legislation. Unfor

tunately the norms are retrogressive and puritanical. Re

cognition of individual freedom is non-existent. Sexual
connection between any 2 people which is 'against the

. order of nature' is an indictable offence, reflecting a

social norm that lies buried in the history texts of

nineteenth century England. Certainly the concept of

natural law which is based on the Christian ethic — i.e.

for the purposes of procreation only — is not relevant

to our present society.

More frightening, this example is typical of the repress

ion, rampant in the Code. The laws on abortion, homo

sexuality, police powers of arrest, public gatherings, etc.

etc. have all been tightened. .

And unless strong' public dissent from the Code is ex

pressed, there is every chance it will become law in 1972.
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UNIVERSITY CO-OPERATIVE BOOKSHOP

: ' FOR ALL YOUR TEXT & REFERENCE TITLES

. also

AN INTERESTING RANGE OF PAPERBACKS & BOOKS OF GENERAL INTEREST

Membership may be obtained by payment of a Join

ing Fee $5.00 (returnable on termination of Member

ship) entitling members to a rebate paid each year during
October. It is not essential to be a Member to purchase.

Normal Discounts allowed on Textbooks to Non
Members.

Special Orders will be accepted for ?

any Title, not in stock.

Such Orders are NOT subject to .

cancellation.

Monday to Friday 8.30 am to 5.30 pm Tuesdays and

Wednesdays 8.30 am to 6.30 pm. .

Knechtion . . . . .

Joseph Knecht

University
based dissent over the

last few years has been confused

and relatively directionless. How

ever this is not to say that it

must necessarily be so. Univer

sity students are in a position in

this society which, if they are to

make their lives fulfilling, must

This is because the university

graduate is largely redundant in

a
capitalist economy and must

change that society or her role

in
it,

if he or she is to build a

satisfying life.

The myth about the university

put.forward by the society which

employs it is that it is a finish

ing school to prepare sons and

daughters of the middle and

upper classes for taking their

place in the upper tenth of the

social hierarchy. This myth
pressures two things. The first

is that the graduate is essentially
useful to the capitalist economy
and the second that the society
based on it will therefore reward

him or her. In fact the graduate
is redundant in this economy.

She has only a limited experience
of any practical role in it. .Be
cause of her training, it is several

years after graduation before she

meaningfully contributes to the

economy. And she has been

trained on assumptions which are

basically denied by this society.

Most graduates from the ANU

work as either teachers or public
servants. In both fields the

skills needed have little relation I

to the work done at university.
Further training is required, and

yet both types of job .can be

done equally well by people
trained and experienced in them

from the time they left school.

Not only is university wasteful,
but sometimes positively harm

ful. Especially where someone

spends three years trying to break

the school disciplines, and then

is thrown back into a system
where innovation is officially
frowned upon, i.e. in the teach

ing profession and the public
service.

Today we are expected to work

after- graduation to repay our

'debt'. Yet the graduate is not

even necessary. This education

is like culture — a luxury more

than a necessity, and like, culture

its basis is opposed to that on

which the society is built. The

logical development of this type
'

of education is typified by the

American situation where thous

ands of graduates arc forced to

work outside their specialised
field.

For the individual, a university

education may be the key to pro
fessional ambitions, a chance to

think and read for a few years,
an opportunity to expand per
sonal horizons. But none of

these can be fulfilled in the

present society. The expansion
of knowledge often conflicts with

vested interests of industry, $

which is slow to change and
|

accept new ideas. The personal |

perspective must clash with a |

society which places so many |
restrictions on individual freedom

jj

of action. fi

The position of the university If

student is' then at once one of
|

being both within and without |

this society. It encourages them
:|

to hope for
things it cannot pro- :;

vide. It educates them to believe ;

that progress is both possible and
;1

necessary. Then it tells them to
}

wait for a generation till the
|

truth or. dialectic becomes clear- ;

cr. It propagates the myth that J

they will be accepted, rewarded

and find fulfilling their careers

after graduation. Yet it rejects
-

values at the basis of their educ-
]

ation, and forces them into em- .
|

ployment outside their field. \

To accept the myth that the ?:

university student has some sort
'

f{

of vested interest in propping up fi

capitalism is to apply a dogma £
that has left university radicals j

largely purposeless. It is the
;

same part that any group alien

ated from society must play, so
|

that they can fulfill themselves.
jj

It is the same part that the work- . -\i

ing classes will eventually play. k

Just as the working classes 'will V:

liberate themselves from their ?

oppressions, so must university £

students liberate themselves,

their class, and their institutions
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At last -the
72 radioshow

^ The annual SRC election parade
1 of candidates who envisaged a

|l whole range of 'sweeping re

„!
forms' and 'fresh new ideas',

^ is often dismissed as fraudulent

I*
and insincere; a fate that is well

M warranted.

In this context the rumour that

Radio Station ANU will be mak

ing test broadcasts by the end of

first term is a welcome relief from

the files and files of unfulfilled

promises. Patrick Power who

incorporated a radio station plan
in his 1970 election platform,
believes that promises of $4,500
have virtually ensured the es

tablishment of the station.

The university administration last ?

month agreed to spend up to

$2,000 to help establish the

station, this being in addition to

the $2,500 already granted to

the Radio Clubvby various stud

ent bodies on campus.

Construction of ?equipment has

already commenced, and as the

Administration has set aside three

rooms for the Club's use in

Kingslcy St. Hall, the problem
of a permanent studio site ap

pears to have been solved. How

ever Radio ANU will not 'broad-

cast' in the normal sense of the

word. As the licence under

which the Radio Club will oper
ate restricts the range of broad

casts to the campus area, they
will be limited to certain in

dividual buildings on Campus
that will be specially wired. By
this means, the broadcasts will

only be received on transistors

which arc situated in or close to

these buildings.

But the solving of the technical

and legal problems is only the

beginning. The questions of

broadcast times, program con

tent, management etc. remain

unresolved. The Radio club its

elf; hopes that the programs
'would consist mainly of music',

a concept that should be debated

and decided upon by all stud

ents, not just those in the Radio

Club.

This question must receive atten

tion during first term.

. . .and your local

Stalinist Jack Waterford

Perhaps it is no accident that the

universities have been a major
focus of extraparliamentary op

position in the last few years.
Not the only one, nor perhaps
the most important one, for

surely grass-roots activism on

pensioner, aboriginal and other

outcast social levels as well as

increasing trade union militancy
on non-industrial questions are

more important in any long term

context.
Typically, however,

university activism is more pub
licised and draws more repress
ive reaction in the fields, of

arrests, legislative curbs and pol
ice harrassment. What is it that

makes for the university radical

who is building a radical uni

versity?

Typically a middleclass male or

female, our radical or protor
adical's parents are liberal min

ded Liberal voters who send

.

their children to liberal schools

and ultimately to the university
to .'round off their education'

and to put them onto a start

towards 'whatever they want to

do in life' which however is

always seen in terms of manage

ment, technical or economic, or

(unconsciously) playing a role in

propping up capitalist society.
It docs not take our protoradical

long to sec the hypocracies of

this viewpoint. In fact, the

reaction against this has probably
set in at school. Coupled with

the inevitable frustration assoc

iated with university, that of

being asked to restrain economic

and to an extent social maturity,
obvious responses set in; Now,
if we want' to change and in

fluence this society, the lines and

the limits that these reactions
'

take are of prime importance.
What is worrying is that- the dir

ections they do in fact take in

themselves imply no necessary

change in the present system, but

only in the. facade this system

presents. The corollary to this

is that our
energies

are being
. diverted by our reformism to

merely making the present sys
tem work better, while not seeing
and attacking the system itself

which is creating the injustices
which we arc

fighting.

The main manifestation of this

gutlessness within the radical

movement is left-liberalism and

its
fellow-travellers-pacifism, hip

py ism and counter-culturism. Put

ting aside the more selfish trends

of the latter two for a moment,
the main trends behind these

lines of development is a desire

to see things in ar. entirely hum

anitarian' perspective while ag

gressively denying the political
'

and historical factors which have

created the humanitarian issue

in the first place. The ease with

which one can fall into thif trap
is obvious; what is not so easy to

sec is that the philosophy is

firstly retrograde and secondly
self-defeating.

It is retrograde because capital
ism can tolerate it and will in

fact tolerate il as an alternative

to more revolutionary stances.

The ruling class can -tolerate

criticism of their methods (be
cause correction'within its frame

work serves to make its basic nat

ure more palatable) but not of

their philosophy and actual ex

istance. It is self-defeating be

cause a person genuinely con

cerned with humanitarian ques
tions must ultimately make jud
gements from both historical and

political viewpoints. A person

worried about women and chil-
.

dren in Vietnam must if he or she

is not to renounce that concern;

see the problem in terms of
nationalism and imperialism.
However the directions, of uni

versity radical activity do not

even force a person to reach this

step. The prime desire of the

left-liberal is to feel self satisfied

and our demonstrations are made

to measure in fulfilling this aim.

You can wave banners, 'voice

your concern' by marching and

shouting the most revolutionary
of slogans and go home and feel

very pleased with yourself. What

is. lacking is committment, real

conviction and real militancy.
This does not mean that we

should, be burning buildings or

attacking police
— what is means

is that we should be creating
consciousness and demonstrating
our committed uncompromising
dissent — we will not be the

agents of the revolution but we

may well be the catalysts of a

revolutionary situation.

Hippyism and counter-culturism

reveal the more selfish side of

left liberalism. You cop out

from active struggle for change
and become interested only in

the narrow range of self and

close associates. Arguably both

of these manifestations
require

the mechanism of a
capitalist

society to exist — certainly they
have drained energy from the

radical movement, because of

their intrinsically selfish nature. ?

When one sees that the nature of

capitalist society is such as to

produce the evils that it does

then it would seem natural to

want to work to change it. But

one does not become a Marxist

by mouthing revolutionary ph
rases, or by mouthing revolut

ionary slogans on the streets —

the test is one of committment,

struggle and work — and it is a

full time activity. And one

probably only reaches university

people by working from a uni

versity platform — which is why
we must use the streets. However

we must not use the streets only
to assuage our self-respect but

to raise the consciousness of

the people. Change and more

importantly revolutionary change
will only occur when the people
want it,

not when frustrated

university elitists are dissatisfied

with the state of affairs.

jy, TARIFF BOARD
« INQUIRIES

The Tariff Board will hold public enquiries into the subject

listed below at the place and time shown.

The location of the hearings will be:

CANBERRA - Public Enquiry Room,
Tariff Board,

Kings Avenue,

Barton. A.C.T.

CANNABIS SATIVA

(Dumping and Subsidies Act)

Reference:

(a) Whether Cannabis Sativa and preparations contain

ing not less than 10% by weight of Cannabis Sativa,

have been, or are being sold to a person at an export

price which is less than the normal value in the country
of exportation

(b) If the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, whether

the export is causing, or is threatening to cause injury

to an Australian industry, producing like or directly

competing goods. .

(c) If the answers to (a) and (b) are in the affirmative,

from what date should dumping duties be levied.

Place and Time of Public Hearing

Canberra - 1 2 pm, Wednesday 30 February, 1972.

Board for Purposes of the Hearing

Mr. E. Rect (Presiding Member) and Mr. 0. Barrell

(Member).

Intending Witnesses who have not yet notified the board of

their interest in the matter of the inquiry are requested to con

tact the Secretary, Tarrif Board, P.O. Box 80, Canberra, A.C.T.,

as soon as possible.

L.H.Knight, Secretary.

%&^J when it

JjSjjgk hurts...

_jHp| make sure

^V^i it's not you?

The AUS Friendly Society provides full Hospital and Medical Benefits to protect

you against the cost of accident and illness for two thirds the normal cost. It is

controlled by students on behalf of students. It is operated and underwritten by
long established friendly societies.

GET FULL DETAILS AT THE S.R.C. OFFICE ? '?

Registered to provide benefits under the National' Health Act
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everybody's members
All undergraduate students are members

of the ANU Students' Association. Af

fairs of the ANU Students' Association

are decided upon
—

(1), At the Annual General Meeting and

at Special General Meetings of the Assoc

iation, which all students have the right

to attend, Policies are adopted by vote

on policy motions, after debate of the

issues. Everyone has a vote.

(2), Between Annual General Meetings
student affairs are looked after by the

Students Representative Council (SRC)

a body of 15 members. The members

are
—

(a) The President of the ANU Students

Association (elected in a ballot of the

entire student body)

(b) 8 general representatives (elected

in a ballot of the entire student body).

(c) 1 part-timers representative (elected

by the part-time student.

(d) 1 Arts Faculty representative..

1 Economics Faculty Representative.
1 Science Faculty Representative.
1 Law Faculty Representative.
1 Oriental Studies Faculty repres

entative.

who are elected by the students of their

respective faculties)

(e) The Undergraduate representative

on University Council (the governing

body of the ANU). This member is elect

ed to University Council in a ballot of

the entire student body at the end of

2nd Term. He has no voting rights on

the SRC.

(f) The editor of WO RON I who is

appointed by the SRC and has no voting

rights on the SRC.

The election for all but the last two of

these positions takes place at the end

of first term. Anyone may stand for any

position. Everyone with even the vaguest
inclination to stand should do so.

Election rules may be consulted in the

SRC Office.

The S.R.C. puts into effect the policies

adopted at general meetings. It also

disburses the income of the Students'

Association, which is about $35,000
per year, derived almost entirely from
the $9 fee levied on each student. The

SRC is the main channel for communicat

ion between students and university

administration in the area of university

policy and student grievances.

The SRC members are elected to positions

within the SRC by members of the SRC.

To enable the more efficient running of

the SRC. the SRC has set up committees,
the main ones being:

(a) Finance Committee to formulate

the budget and control the finances.

(b) Welfare Committee — to investigate
. problems students encounter in their

work and in their relations with the ad

ministration and to initiate actions to

improve conditions in the University.

(c) AUS Committee — to promote AUS

activity on campus.

(d) Clubs and Societies — to guide the

financing and promote the activities of

clubs.
—

see list below.

(e) Publications Committee — to super

vise and assist in student publications.

(f ) Activities Committee — to organise
social intellectual campus activities.

Every 2'or 3 weeks a meeting of the SRC

is held to which all students are welcome,
at which are discussed problems brought
up in committees and matters that re

quire the complete SRC's consideration.

There is also an Executive of the SRC

which is headed by the President and

has four other members. It takes decis

ions on behalf of the SRC during emer

gencies occurring between SRC meetings,
and when full power is delegated to it

during holiday periods. On other occas

ions it acts as a general advisory committee

to the SRC.

The SRC is always responsible to a General

Meeting of the Student body and this

body can over-rule a decision taken by
the SRC or direct it to take specific

actions.

It can be seen that the SRC is really
controlled by the students and is res

ponsible to them, it can only continue

to work if it has the support of the stud

ents or if it is working in accordance

with the aims of the students. If stud

ents want actions taken or matters in -

vestigated, all they need to do is approach
the SRC. There are several ways to do

this:

(a) Drop a note into the Suggestions
Box opposite the main notice board in

the Union.

(b) Write a letter to the SRC Secretary
and leave it in the SRC off ice or —

(c) Approach an SRC member (see

the list at the end of this article), at

least one of whom can usually be found
in the SRC office.

If this fails to gain satisfaction, a stud

ent may call a special general meeting of

students if he presents to the SRC a

Notion along with 25 supporting names

and can thereby, if his motion is
passed,

direct the SRC to take a particular course

of action.

The SRC's function is to represent stud

ents, but if students do not bring their

views to the attention of the SRC, then

the SRC cannot chase up students ideas,

so the students naturally suffer. The

SRC office is always open to any student

and SRC members are able to make them

selves available to answer questions,
and find information for students.

So for the sake of the University and

the student body use it to its limit.

CLUBS & SOCIETIES AFFILIATED TO

THE SRC

Abschol, A.I.E.S.E.C, Amnesty, Art Group,
Asian Studies Society, Arts Society,

Bridge Club, Chess Club, Choral Society,

C.A.C., Classics Society, Democratic

Club, Economics Society, Evangelical

Union, Flat Earth Society, Folk Music

Society, Forestry Society, Freedom from

Hunger Society, French Players,

Geographical Society, Geology Society,
German Club, Good Book Society, Goon

Society, Historical Society, Human Rights,

International Club, Jazz Society, Law

Society, Liberal Club, Linguistic Society,

Literary Society, Malindo, Monarchist

Society, Newman Society, Nonsense Soc

iety, Oriental Studies, Overseas Students,
Overseas Christian Fellowship, Part-Time

Students Association, People's Club,

Photographic Society, Pluralist Society,

Poetry Society, Political Science Society,

Psychology Society, Sofore, Public Speak
ing Society, Russian Club, Science Soc

iety, S.D.S., SCILAES, Students Christ

ian Movement, Social Action, Sociology

Society, Trainee Teachers, Japanese Club,
Chinese Society, Film Group, Theatre

Group, Labor Club.

enjoy the ballsed-up organisat

ion of a real life newspaper

at

wo rottt

office this Sunday (5th) - also

a few

grogs
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Cannes Filrvi FestIvaI

Directed by Joseph Losey. Screen

play Harold Pinter. Sessions:

Monday at 8, Tuesday to Thursday
at 1 2 and 8, Friday at 5.30 and 8,

Saturday at 1.30, 5 and 8.15. Stud

ent concession applies Monday to

Friday.

I5BIH

March 3: Bertolucci's BEFORE THE
REVOLUTION

March 10: Marco Bellochio's CHINA
IS NEAR

March 17: Godard's MASCULIN -

FEMININ

Admission Price: a dollar includes

supper

SUNDAY CLASSICS: March 5,

GOODBYE COLUMBUS; March 12,
LES ENFANTSduPARADIS; March

19, Renoir Double - VAN ISH ING

CORPORAL and TONI.

mmmmtCENTER C/N£AM —

By arrangement with The Australian Council for the Arts

Williamson-Edgley Theatres Limited

in association with The Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust

present gf fhe CANBERRA THEATRE

(By arrangement with the Canberra Theatre Trust)

THE ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET

^dH^SBB^H^Hk PROGRAMME 1 Fri. 3rd March 8 p.m.

^^^BB|RTW^fl|^^^^Mk Sat. 4th March 2 p.m. & 8 p.m.

R^Hw^' ^ 'SB
'

Tue. 7th March 8 p.m.

fjflnS^ ^IsH Wed- 8th March 5 p*m- & 8-45 p-m'

^^HH^^^Bf^ ^^^H STRIKE UP THE BAND

fe'Hk l^tWf,!^B'f1^'A &; PRICES: (Two programmes)

';V^B' ^i'^^LJSSij^^R .,'' ^^B' V Seats will be allocated in order of receipt.

^^?M|^@8jJI|^^Al \ A RESERVE (Front Section) $10.00 SAVE $2.00

0|^V^^H^^BB|L .,* ¥ B RESERVE (Back Section) $8.00 SAVE $1.00

y£j^mj^^0SS0*^^m* ^
CASUAL (SINGLE) BOOKINGS

^^^PW^nrSto^SMJfgif' ' ' PRICES:

^^?^^^HHHI^j^HV A RESERVE $6.00

^^H^^^^Hmg^V^ -..
B RESERVE $4.50

^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^r N.B. Children and pensioners half price to 2 p.m. Satur

^^^^^^^^^^^^H^F^ *^ay anc' ^ P'm* Wednesday matinees

^^^^^^^ Book now at Canberra Theatre 497600 and Bourchiers
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The Social Efficacy of Student Politics
Craddock Morton

At the outset, it must be stressed that any reference to
student politics or student protest can only refer to

students' activities as students. I cannot accept the

popular line, so successfully manipulated by the press,
that when a group of students demonstrate against the
Vietnam War or pollution or censorship, or whatever,
that they are indulging in a student protest. In one

sense of the term they are, of course, but I take that to

be a reasonably vacuous sense. Students are people
too, despite the doubts of the lunatic fringe, and pro
tests or politicking about the issues confronting society
are thereby to be seen as protests, not student protests.
I shall be concerned with politicking and protests
where it concerns students qua students.

On the other hand, I have grave doubts whether what
is generally accepted as student

politics in the internal

sense, that is, the business which concerns the formation
and administration of SRC's, and the attempts to elect

students as representatives to University Councils,

;

-

Faculty Boards and the like, should be graced with the
name of student

politics. I shall return to this form of

student activity shortly. What I seem to be suggesting,

then, -s that the term 'student politics', and its closely
linked concomitant 'student protest', have been. debased,
both from within and wjthout. I am dismayed by this,

for I feel that there is a great deal of social value in

both activities, properly understood. What I want to do,
then, is to explain and develop my understanding of

the terms, and to try and show from this development
what is socially efficacious about them.

_Perhaps the first thing I might point out is that political

activity is only a part, albeit an important one, of social

. activity, and consequently, of life generally. It is

not something apart from or over and above, living.

This is important in terms of specifically student politics,
for what I want to argue is that by participating in that

particular social activity, one is thereby participating in

student politics. And similarly, by being a student,
performing one kind of social activity, one is participat
ing in life generally. Only by viewing being at university
in this framework can we identify what it is to be a

student, and what are student politics. And having
-established these things as social facts, we can then go

_ on to ascribe social value, if any, to them.

As a result, my first two points are these: first, that
student politics are such that one cannot choose whether
or not to get involved with them; by being a student,
one is participating in student politics. Second, that

what is efficacious about student politics is that which
has social value (because efficacious, of course, does
mean providing the desired effect).

_.To return to the generally accepted internal notion of

students politics (the SRC etc), it can be seen that I

view it as at best a utilitarian device for maximising
the material comforts of students while they are at

university, and at worst, as a playing into the hands of

cynical academics and administrators who seek (success
fully) to channel student initiative and energy into

~

worthless cul de sacs. We might draw a useful parallel
between a university and the A.C.T.U. under Bob Hawke.
It strikes me that Hawke has moved the union movement

away from being solely concerned with ameliorating
the conditions of the workers under its auspices, to a

more general and more important concern of improving
the quality of life for all the country. It is my suggestion
that this is the function of the university too, and con-

.

sequently of student politics.

This is, of course, a little hard on the well-meaning
students of Mr Refshauge's ilk, who see the task as

improving the students lot, and altering the structure of

the university to facilitate this. My suggestion is,

however, that this is a means, not an end, and that social

efficacy comes from ends, not means. I consider that
the university is a mirror of society ,

and more realistically,
its tool. Consequently, I find it hard to accept that by
changing the structure of the university, we will affect

society at large. I should point out though, that this

sort of argument can develop into a chicken and egg
type situation, and that in the end one must give a pre
ference or priority. I have'given mine, but as can be
seen, it is a value judgement, and as such, open to critic

ism. Basically, then, I consider the traditional idea of

internal student politicking as being a low demand in

the sense that there are more important tasks for stud- .

ents to focus their attention on.

So far, my paper has been largely negative, dealing
with what student politics is not, and where its social
value does not lie. Having maintained that student

. politics is an intrinsic part of student life, I wilUry and
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suggest what is valuable, and consequently socially

efficacious, about student life.

It seems to me that alienation, in the widest sense of the

term, is the root of evil of today's society. Not only

economic, but also spiritual, cultural and interpersonal

alienation: It may be argued that economic alienation

is at the basis of other forms, which is a view that I

would tend to subscribe to, but I do not have the time

to debate that point now. The essential point about

alienation
is, however, that it is as prevalent in the

universities as it is in society at large. Consequently, I

would suggest that it is the task of students' political

activity to identify the cause of their alienation as

students from student life and to 'overcome it.

The product of a student or a teacher is not successful

results in examinations or numbers of publications; it

is his thought and ideas. The nature of a university is

not a meal ticket; rather it is to provide a student with
the means to a good life, and to develop his capacities
to live it. This is very different. It is an alarming fact

.

that here are ten units in a dollar, and ten in a degree.

Therefore, what I am claiming as the social efficacy of

student politics, while it does not appear to be much, is

a vary great deal. By transcending their alienation within
the university, students can become equipped to deal

with the more fundamental alienation of society as a

whole. They can leave university with a real sense of

social values, having thought their way through the spur

ious ideologies thrust upon them from inside and out.

They can take with them their own social values and re

pudiate those repugnant values which society holds dear.

And most important, in the process of resolving their

own alienation, they can afford an illustration to the

I
rest of society that relationships can be reappraised and

! re-established, that deep-rooted but facile and injurious

:. ideologies can be repudiated, and that a good life,

|

although difficult, is not impossible. Politics, then,
.I

and especially student politics, is not conflict, but rather,

hope.

The Great Educational Carao Cult
Len Currie ^^

The attitude that many students have to higher education
is a combination of blind faith and greed which resembles

nothing so much as a Cargo Cult. By Cargo Cult I mean

that type of superstition adopted by some peoples in

the Pacific when faced with the extraordinary wealth
of visitors from other cultures. During and after

World War II a number of rough primitive clearings

resembling landing fields were made by peoples hoping
to win the favour of the deity who chose that method
of distributing good things to American servicemen.
In a recently reported case a New Guinea group stole

survey markers because they believed that they would
thus magically gain great wealth. I suspect that an

earlier offer by another group of peoples to purchase
LBJ when that gentleman was in office must have
been similarly motivated. That kind of mistake about

the causes of wealth in western society is what
I

understand by 'Cargo Cult'.

Many students, under the advice of their parents and
teachers, seem to be searching for a piece of paper or

group of letters, quite regardless of the kind of education
or the type of occupational training that they represent.
The pieces of paper or groups of letters are for them a

talisman which will magically summon great quantities
of cargo in its various forms of wealth, status and power.
A well chosen piece of paper or combination of letters
is called the 'right qualifications', and if you gain

possession of these, you can be sure of having more of

practically everything than most everybody else. 'The

right qualifications' are presumed to be sufficient in

themselves — no account is taken of personal charm,
hard work, ruthlessness, sheer luck or any of the other

qualities one would have thought relevant.

There was a time when 'the right qualifications' were

believed to be university degrees. However the build

up of the number of university graduates whose

homes, cars and bank balances were not noticeably

superior to everybody elses has become sufficiently

great to undermine this belief. Careers and Appoint
ments Services in universities are much consulted and
indeed attacked about the Tightness or wrongness of .

qualifications. University graduates who discover that

they are not very much wealthier than their non-graduate
contemporaries come in to find out what is wrong with
their qualifications, tosee if they may be made right
or to complain about not being let into the secret of
the right qualifications early enough. Others decide

that if one degree does not produce the required cargo,

perhaps two or more might.

There have been whispers that the right qualifications
can no longer be found at the universities, which are

overrun with the wrong qualifications. It has been

suggested that studies should be made to predict which

qualifications are going to be the right qualifications.

?Then I suppose we could all get the right qualifications

I
and all earn more money than each other.

To expect that any certificate, diploma or degree will

automatically ensure a superior standard of living is

to make a sad mistake about the nature of education
and of professional and vocational training. That mis
take is what I call the educational cargo cult. A qual
ification should not be seen as a guarantee of a certain

i

level of income or even necessarily a guarantee of a

certain type of employment. A qualification is an

additional personal attribute which a potential employer
will consider together with all your other personal
qualities. Your qualifications may persuade someone

to interview you; it will then be up to you to convince
him that you are industrious, enthusiastic, responsible,

personable and that, quite regardless of .your qualificat
V ions, you are the kind of person he will be proud to

have as a representative, of his organization.

I hope that nobody will interpret me as attacking desire
for financial rewards and material benefits. I am at

least as fond of these as the next man and nothing
in what I have said should be taken to imply that it is

improper to pursue a fair share or for that matter a

better than fair share of them. But I have tried to point
out that you must pursue your cargo, you will be

disappointed if. you expect it to descend from the sky. ?

No matter what qualifications you may acquire, the

world will not owe you a living.

Mind Bureaucrats and

the Power Elite
No one really opposes university education in Australia

despite the predictable outbursts of the gutter press.

Anti-intellectualism may be an accepted myth about

Australia but it has little real impact on the way people

perceive the university.

The middle-classes have long been ardent supporters.
Not surprisingly since for a long time the universities

were their exclusive domain, finishing schools for their

progeny, automatic elevators to material and social

success.

In recent times the working class has been converted.
Instead of responding with suspicion to the 'opening'
of the university to their children, this class has by and

large embraced the 'opportunities' university educat

ion has brought. In this society education has the

stamp of approval as a legitimate way to jump class

barriers without threatening the power structure. The

universities are recruiting yards for new bourgeois

managers and technocrats.

With this support, the fact that university education
doesn't live up to its professed creed hardly matters;
as a mind bureaucracy it is succeeding very nicely.
Like its analogous power-estates-industry, the media,
the public service — university education serves to

maintain the values and reinforce the ideals of the

society. And the situation is unlikely to change. For

despite all. the high-minded drivel about truth and.
free enquiry the universities will consciously do nothing
to damage the social framework in which they thrive
and which approval the mind bureaucracy needs.

The bureaucratisation of university education is a

relatively recent phenomenon, a response to the slow

process of sophistication of Australian politics and the

expansion of the Australian economy which now re

quires the universities to do more than groom the

pretentious sons and daughters of the middle-classes.

This, at the undergraduate level the mind bureaucracy's

principal task is to provide personnel for the large

organisations that control the public and private

sections of the economy. Through its graduate careers

facilities it can guarantee a steady flow of staff for

the managerial levels of the public services and the

corporations.

It has performed so successfully that there is now a

glut of university-trained people. This, of course,
works in the interests of the employers for, as long
as the supply exceeds the demand, they are able
to insist on higher standards while relieved of the

necessity to increase the price.

The importance of this social function of the uni
versities is consistently underrated. It goes counter

to the accepted rhetoric about the purposes of the

institution, despite the fact that the upper reaches of

every university are manned by the directors of large

companies and one-time senior public servants. For
a graphic demonstration of the close links between

the power elite and the mind bureaucracy see the
Calendar of your (or any) university.

Through the research carried out at the universities,
the bureaucracy performs another important task,
that of being a class of managers with a vast network of

interlocking interests: medicine, the Aborigines,

foreign affairs, nuclear power, law, economic policy
To direct these research projects, each year they control

budgets of hundreds of thousands (perhaps millions)

of dollars, provided by the Government and by industry.

Moreover the mind bureaucrats staff institutes, councils
and associations that guide and provide a rationale for

national policy on everything from China to Aborigines
to rural economics.

To examine more closely the political aspects of current

university research, let's take China. It is significant
that the book which best analysed Australia's attitude

to China, Gregory Clark's : In Fear of China was rejectee

by a university press no doubt because it wasn't scholar

ly enough but just as likely because it was a little too

critical of government policy and therefore partisan.
Published by a commercial house it became a bestseller

and an important agent of political change.

A look at current research on China reveals that when
it's not antiquarian it's unlikely to challenge present

^_ ?

national policy. Not a single book which could even

be remotely interpreted as sympathetic to Chinese

political attitudes has been published with a university

imprimatur. When Bruce McFarlane (ANU) and Ted

Wheelwright (Sydney) were writing 'China's Road to

Socialism, these two Australian academics knew that

their best hopes for publishing were the UK or the US.

No doubt Steve Fitzgerald (ANU Contemporary China

Centre) who accompanied the ALP on its China junket
is writing an account of that trip. If its published
within a university its unlikely to be more than a care

fully measured set of polite, non-committal comments

on their Chinese hosts.

Another area of research, more popular than China

because more accessible, is the Aboriginals. Here the

Academy of Social Sciences in Australia, the Council

for Aboriginal Affairs, and the Commonwealth Depart
ment of Leftovers and Aboriginals are but three of an

untidy string of research groups scattered throughout

virtually every major university or public body in the

land.

Leaving aside for the moment the question of whether

all this research money is doing anything for the Abor

igines or whether it is simply a way to help white aca

demics earn a little more prestige and consequently
a higher salary, it's significant that so far (1972) the

only really unflattering account of national policy that

all this money has produced is one book — Charles

Rowley's three-volume Aboriginal Policy and Practice.

All the other products of this research have either been

quietly buried or been cloaked in the traditional innocu
ous garb of liberal 'objective' scholarship — masses of

carefully heaped-up facts and tables which effectively

dehumanise their topic and just as effectively defuse
. it as a political issue. Despite the magnitude of the

problem, the approach is constantly reminiscent of the

'Now, I'll do a mime

and you guess which

post I'm after.'

arid backwaters of anthropology or the esoteric bullshit,

zones of American Sociology.

As for the Aborigines themselves, it is becoming
evident that the net_effect of the money spent on re

search is social control not social amelioration or

(heaven forbid) liberation. The only use to which
~~~

the scanty results of this research can be. put is more

effective 'management' of the Aborigines by a white

government. Very little of it is of use to the Abor

igines themselves, and even less of it is accessible to

them.

One alternative to expending resources on research

would be to divert those resources directly to the

Aborigines. The implication of this approach would
be that the Aborigines could determine their own prior

ities, just as whites determine theirs. This implication
is utterly unacceptable to the power elite who dispense
the money and the mind bureaucracy which manages it.

Its hard to see how anything more than 'research

management' can flow out of the approach exemplified

by the China Studies and the lucrative Aborigines
research bandwagon. The research groups may be

staffed by the best 'left-liberal' products of the uni

versities, they may be dabbling in politically exciting

areas, but the assumptions which underpin research

have to do with delivering research not finding solutions

to social or political problems.

As long as the function of research is research, then

those who direct the research are safe. The fundamental

connection between the power elite and the mind

bureaucrats will remain unchanged.
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I first met Hanrahan when I was a young man in Sydney. I would

always find him in little pubs in the back streets of Paddington where

Nellie presided over the saloon bar which she managed by the effect of

a pair of large, calm eyes and an exuberant bust, a good deal of which

was usually on view. Mike Hanrahan was a small, voluble, irascible

Irishman in his late sixties with a great dome of ruddy, freckled skull

and busy eyebrows over a pair of bright, intensely blue eyes. He. talked

incessantly to anyone who would listen, though, as far as I could tell,

he never listened himself. He always called me Jack though he knew
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his audience of the moment. Like Lord Bacon, he took all knowledge
; for his province, but he ruled it strictly and never allowed facts to

bully him. I used, to amuse myself by writing down some of his

obiter dicta.

Hanrahan on Beards

'They tell me. you're a bit of a poet, Jack,' said Mike to me one day.

'Well, take my advice, now, and never you grow a beard. All me best

ideas comes to me when I 'm shaving'. He ran an exploratory hand

over his face. 'Surely to God,' he went on, 'I'd be lost to the life of

the spirit without a razor in me sinful hand. And what confirms it is

this: I never met a feller with a great beard that I didn't find him as

stupid as an owl. A beard, now, it's the death of the imagination in us;

God's curse on the untilled field.' He paused for a moment and took

a pull at his pot. 'Take women now;' he said, 'why is it that none

of the darlin' creatures has been a Homer or a Shakespeare, though

they have more wit than we, as I know to me cost? For why, 'tis

because the good Lord made a barren acre of their chins, and if. they
use a razor, it's under their oxters they scrape. A man shaving looks

himself in the eye and knows himself for the rapscallion he is, the

dirty, morning-after, mother-naked blackguard that cannot be denied.

And in that moment of self-knowledge the sweet thoughts begin to

flow and the angel, in him starts to prophesy.'

Hanrahan's Strength

'They say of me,' said Hanrahan one day, with a belligerent look at

me as though I had started the slander myself, 'they say I have a great

weakness for women and the drink. Now that's a lie and it's a lie that

only some poor-spirited creeping Jesus of a man could think to tell.

They do not know the great strength that is in me for the lovely.crea_t- ?

ures, nor the power and passion that is in me towards the worlds of

imagination staring at me from JMel lie's. rows of bottles there.' He
brooded over his glass for awhile and presently threw back his head and

laughed. 'Indeed, indeed, I should not deny it if they would say to me

that I have a great strength for women and for the drink. Tis the pride
of nature in me I take to them both; the courage of Samson and Her

cules and of Finn MacCoole!' He laughed again'and took our glasses

over to the bar. 'The same again, Nellie my love,'.darting his eye down
he dress as she leaned forward to wipe down the bar. Then, coming back
with the drinks to our table: 'Ah, it's a sweet pair of tits she has on her;'

he said, 'but what am I doing talking of Samson and me as bald as a new

laid egg!'

Hanrahan on Bastards

'And a proper bastard he is!' exclaimed. Hanrahan.

'What do you mean by that?'. Tasked.

'A bastard is a feller that would sell his mother for peanuts.'
'Is that fair?'

'Perfectly fair!'.' said Mike. 'A bastard is a man, come to think of it,

? that has betrayed his trusting mother, taken advantage of her weakness,

merely to get himself born into the bad world. Tis the lowest trick a

man can play on a defenceless woman.'

'What about the father?'
I said, 'Surely he is the more to blame.'

'Cant!' said Hanrahan, 'Pernicious cant! The poor man he had no

such thing in his mind. It was the love in-him he. thought of then, and

nothing more than the wish to share it and double it in the arms of

love. No, Jack, it's the greedy little-opportunist that hangs about wait

ing to take advantage of them both: a proper bastard like I said!'
'
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'The only way for young poets to break

into print without writing to please pub
lishers' say the nine poets in preface to

their volume, 'is to publish themselves'.

If this is not strictly true, it at least

stresses the main thing about these young

writers: a determination to be them

selves. This is not uncommon with young

arusis in any meuium. vviicii is uiiuuiimiuu

with these nine is that each, really has an

articulate self to be -- a poetic individual

ity is something rarely achieved so early

and it will suffice to note one of the

peculiar characteristics of each to show

this. Michael Murphy in In a Silver Time

achieves a structure, built like some kinds

of modern music of patterns of individual

sounds to be considered each for itself,

of images used in the same way. This

may be a development of surrealist tech

nique but, is quite a different thing in

itself, since it is deliberate and consciously

composed. Robert Crocker while appear

ing to do the same thing is in fact doing

the opposite for his diffracted images are

actually closely and logically connected

in the working out of whole themes.

Graham Jackson, in contrast to their open

and varied rhythms adopts a verse form

so tight and controlled in that most dif-
.

ficult of metres, dimeter, that it ought

to be monotonous. Instead it achieves

the accent of a lucid but remote dream.

Mark O'Connor who also writes in con

ventional forms uses them adroitly to

give a sardonic edge to very unconven

tional thoughts and delightfully 'makes

new', the old game of macaronic verse

so that it becomes more than a game.

John Gluszyk in When a Boy was Found

'makes it new' in a surprisingly different

fashion: the finding of Jesus in the tem

ple among the doctors comes to life as
.

though it happened this morning. Nick

Richardson's Armchair Revolution has

the true nightmare quality of terror rein

forced by absurdity. Alan Gould's

Storm over the Brindabellas achieves

an abstraction and a personification of a

natural scene that reminds me of a sim

ilar technique in painting by Arthur

Boyd who designed the cover illustrations.

Lyndon Shea is perhaps the most effective

because the most detached in relation

to the world around. For example in IF

with its mocking echo-is it all mockery ?--

of Kipling (and Lovelace?)
If I thought you could love me

I would work against pollution
I would care about election results

If I thought you loved me

I would wear a crash helmet in my car .

I would look ten times, right and left

before I crossed a road

If I thought you really loved me

I would stay in bed on a rainy day
I would remember to take my vitamin

pills

If I was sure you loved me

I would refuse to eat cholesterol at

dinner
'

I might even give up smoking

If you love me

I would want tomorrow to happen.

The unobtrusive crescendo of the first

lines, the deceptive irony of the quiet, al- ?

most flat, statements make this perhaps
the most remarkable poem in the book.

I have said too little to do justice even

remotely to these nine poets and in doing

so I am aware that I have probably said

too much that was merely marginal. As

a poet of an older generation and a point
of view they would probably regard as

obsolete, I have probably failed in that

special form of negative capability which

a critic needs to have: the capacity of

entering into other modes and habits

of mind and sinking his own personality,

but
I have been surprised and excited.

Not that I have no strictures. The art of

poetry is not learned easily and never

learned all at once. Because they are

young, there are familiar faults here which

the poets themselves are no doubt aware

of. They often take too many bites at a

cherry, their eyes turn inward to contem

plate themselves as a means of contem

plating the world around - all except
Mr O'Connor who achieves the remarkable

impression of looking over his own should

er and laughing at what he sees -- and

their rhythms occasionally drop from a ,-

dance to a shuffle. But on the whole this

is a remarkable first volume. It is no

less remarkable in the elegance and design
of its format. Finally it seems to me a

very cheerful portent for literature in the

A.N.U. Nothing comparable has happen
ed in these cloisters before in all our

long academic history

'i'. Published by the A.N.U. Poetry

Society. Reviewed by A.D. Hope.

Line drawing by Authur Boyd, from the cover of 'i'.
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Extracurricula activities of any sort

at a tertiary institution are usually

frowned on — by academics and parents
alike — as a waste of time which will,

of course, detract from more worthy,

viz.academic.pursuits. Well, I suppose

a bit of sport's alright because, well
—

its healthy, isn't it?, and scholarly

and/or faculty societies can't doVou
any harm, and may do you some good,
BUT CULTURE - good heavens

NO!!!!! lmean what can it do for you
—

I mean it can't heal you, can it? Not

with your tertiary studies, it can't. I

mean stuck inside all the time when

you should at least be getting some

fresh air.

When I write on culture, he says,

hastily establishing an academic approach

to his topic, I use it not in the sociol

ogical or anthropological sense but in

the good old fashioned sense of

KULCHA with a capital K i.e'. creative

endeavour — you know. painting, acting

playing music, sculpting, writing poetry
and novels and plays and things and

making films. Mind you, you can be

cultural and creative while spectating.

I threw that in for those of you who

don't know much about culture but

do know what you like.

I couldn't quite work out why this is

titled 'super-culture' but I've now

decided its a great concept. The

thought of a masked and caped inspirer

of creativity, defender of artistic

integrity able to leap tall stories in a

single bound, more powerful than Peter

Howson, faster than a government grant,

combatting the forces of international

Philistinism, and working for truth

justice and the artistic way of life is a

rather pleasing one.

You see tertiary institutions (a very

fitting word) are meant to be spewing
forth into the community either good
critical thinkers or vocationally trained

would be experts or something else

with a lofty idea behind it. In fact,

with a few exceptions, what they're

spewing forth is a load of fairly

narrowminded bores and dullards. But
most of the products of these institutions

lack initiative, imagination or industry.

'So you did a major in english literature,

did you? What did you specialize in?'

'Modern British playwrights' 'Really,
what do you think of Edward Bond's

plays?' 'Oh well, he wasn't on the

syllabus', and so it goes on (Shrugs

shoulders, heaves sigh and continues).

What I'm saying here isn't particularly

original (what is these days?) Many
experts agree that our institutional output
leaves a lot to be desired. What Australia

probably least wants at present is another

graduate in english literature or bio

chemistry or whatever. CK, so we need

professional people and trades people
and even generalists to staff the resources

and industries of our lucky country.
But this type of attitude is merely another

form of the old adage that man's sole

purpose is to work. Too often its con

sidered that man should live to work,
and too rarely that he works to live. What

I'm saying is lets stop tertiary education

turning out workforce and lets see

them turn out people for a change.

And now folks, at last, the point. Part

icipation of any kind in extracurricula

activities, particularly cultural. but

sports, or community work or social

work or any sort, is the factor that more

than anything else is going to help turn

students into people.

The criticism that extra curricula activit

ies detract from academic pursuits is

just so much rubbish. The only real

requirement is that a student organises

his time better so that he achieves a

sensible balance between the two. I'm

sure if you examined the academic record
of recent heavy participators in extra

curricula activity, you'd find most all

have achieved good results. OK so

maybe they're just the bright ones. But

who's to say that a mediocre student

could not still have achieved mediocre
results if he'd done some extra curricula

stuff. It might even be, dare I say it,

that he might get better results because

of his other activities. .

Very well then, why cultural activities?

That's not so easy to answer. Probably
their creative aspects are the biggest

factor in. their favour. Creativity exer

cises the brain, the imagination — it

arouses the critical faculties and it

provides the opportunity for self ful

filment.

Culture will obviously attract those

mainly with a cultural bent, and it would
be pointless to try and establish it as the

one and only extra curricula activity

worthy of consideration. The important

thing is to urge students into some sort

of activity, and naturally we culturalaphiles

hope it will be to the cultural side.

Tertiary institutions have traditionally
been associated with the arts, and have

been the hatcheries for some of the

greatest artists of our times — universities

more on the literary and performing side,

colleges more on the static and visual

side. A«Whitney Griswold, a former

president of Yale describes arts and

tertiary education as 'natural Allies'.

And now a quote. Old Griswold noted

that 50 years ago, higher education
institutions 'had little or no support

from a public whose tastes in art was

as uncouth as it was untutored and

whose attitude towards those who pur

sued artistic careers was a mixture of

misspent puritanism and unspent phil
istinism'. Things have changed a bit

since then, but in Australia not much.

Universities et al still prefer to keep
the arts at an extra curricula arms length.
It still horrifies parents.

I produced a show recently and one of

the cast was told by her parents to cease

such activities at once, describing theatre

people as. 'Pseudointellectual chickens'.

The myth of artists as depraved deb'auched

degenerates alas still persists. Still

'chacun a son gout', as they say in

France.

The arts in Australia are livening up at

present and its high time students gave

them a further boost.. My favourite thesis

at present is that what the arts in Aust

ralia really lack is a thriving Bloomsbury
set. Universities etc. can and should be

places where the arts can be explored
and developed and where new styles

and approaches can be experimented
with. They should be proving grounds

for new talent which is encouraged not ,

squashed. The arts and academia should

exist side by side as natural allies, each

giving something to each other, com

bining together to produce people.
Jon Stephens

AMPELOS
Magazine of the Student Christian

Movement at the A. N.U.

10c per copy

8 issues per year for 25c

[Subscriptions: David Nash, Bruce
Hall]

Hob art Place

Pharmacy
In Marcus Clarke Street (off University Avenue)

Announcing a 10%

discount
to all students on presentation of their

student card.

Hours: 8.10 am
- 5.30 pm Monday - Friday

Call in and see Peter Grabham for all your

pharmaceutical supplies
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STUDENT CONCESSIONS

?

General

Capital Stores, Lonsdale St.. Braddon.

Varying discounts on electrical app

liances, furniture, clothing, manchester,
. toys, photographic requirements,

sporting goods, jewellery, etc.

Sears Morton, Bunda St., Civic.

Varying discounts on electrical app

liances, furniture, toys, lawn mowers, etc.

Stationery

Capital Business Supplies, Northbourne

Avenue, Civic Centre.

10% on all stationery, office furniture,

typewriters, etc.

Publications

Government Printer, Wentwbrth Ave.

Kingston and London Circuit.

1.0% on all Commonwealth Government

Publications.

Clothes

R.T.Whyte, Monaro Mall, & Kingston
10% on all menswear, including hire

of dinner suits.

Josephs, Bunda Street, Civic Centre.

10% on all menswear

Sam Catanzariti, Monaro Mall

10% on all teady-made stock (menswear).

Ken Cook, Baily Arcade, Civic

1 0% .on all sales over $10

Capital Stores, Lonsdate Street, Braddon.

Varying discounts on all purchases

Jaki's Fashion Inn, Monaro Mall, and

Kingston.
10% on all purchases (women's)

Sybil's Fashion Salon, Monaro Mall.

10% on all purchases (women's)

Theatre Concessions

Civic Theatre .

Following concession offered on Monday
'

to Thursday screenings: Mezzanine:

Normal $1. Student 80c Stalls:

Normal 75c. Student 50c. At showings

with increased prices: Mezzanine:

Normal $1 .25. Student $1 . Stalls:

Normal $1 .
Student 80c. Student cards

MUST be produced when purchasing

tickets.

Centre Cinema

a) Evening Monday to Thursday,
Normal $1.20. Student 90c

b) Matinees Monday to Friday,
Normal $1.00. Student 75c

Student cards MUST be produced when

purchasing tickets. No concession for

part-timers.

Capitol Theatre

No longer offers concessions to students.

Hairdressing

Vienna Hairdressing Salon, Northbourne
Avenue, Civic Centre.

10% concession on all cutting, perming,

setting, etc.

Footwear

Civic Footwear Centre, East Row, Civic

Centre.

10% on all new shoes.

Whites Shoes, Monaro Mall.

10% on all purchases.
'

Shoe Repairs
Star Shoe Repair Service, Monaro Mall,

Bailey Arcade, Civic Centre.

10% on all repairs
— also on shoes s6ld.

Auto Accessories

Canberra Auto Electrics, Lonsdale Street,

Braddon.

10% on all purchases over $4.00

Text Books

10% on all prescribed texts over $2.00
is offered by the following stores:

1 . University Co-Operative Bookshop —

The Union.

2. Discovery Books, Endeavour House,

Manuka.

Restaurants

Happy's Restaurant, Garema Place

10% discount

El Toro Restaurant, Garema Place

10% discount

Bambook Restaurant, Garema Place

10% discount

Bowling

1. Canberra Squash Bowl Rudd Street,

Civic Centre.

40c per person per game (all inclusive)

2. Olympic Bowl, Allara St., Civic.

35c per person per game (all inclusive)

Squash
Canberra Squash Bowl, Rudd St.. Civic

Centre.

60c per half-hour (before 5 pm)

Willis' Sports Store, Monaro Mall

10% discount

Food

Health Store, Monaro Mall

10% on some items

Gifts

Vogue Gift Shop, Garema Place,

Civic Centre

10% discount'

Souvenir Centre, Monaro Mall.

15% on souvenirs

Pharmaceutical

Hobart Place Pharmacy
10% discount

Jewellery

Angus and Coote, Monaro Mall.

10% on everything except Omega and

Tissot watches, and Rundle Silverware.

Transport
Rail Transport
33% discount

Airlines and Pioneer, Buses.

25% discount.

Concession forms avaifable from student

administration.

. Students can travel anywhere in Canberra

for 5c on a government bus upon pro

duction of a special card obtainable at

Student Administration.

Please advise the S.R.C. if you are able

to obtain student concessions at any

places not advertised here. You are

urged to patronise these businesses in

order to make it worth their while to

give student concessions, and thus

encourage other firms to give discounts.

R&J.GENGEPTY LTD
7 Lonsdale St. Braddon

497923

Sales & Service

for Suzuki - Triumph - Norton -

BSA - M/Cycles. Spare Parts &
Accessories. Deposits from 10%
on approval.

jfmkt
sexist oppression —

mBtfi iS 9*y liberation
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Wjr:^^Q ^pHl. Copland Lecture Theatre

R.WHITE Pty.Ltd.
zn.ozia.ro mall

For Canberra's largest range of footwear

Shop with us and benefit by our

student discount

Our prices are right for you . ,

STUDENT CARDS
?

Student identity cards, a plastic passport
to library borrowings, the Union Bar and

student concessions, will be available

from Student Administration during

April. Meanwhile temporary cards may
be collected from Administration during.

'

Orientation Week. The cost if fifty

. cents to replacea lost card.

EMPLOYMENT

A student employment officer (Shirley

Krai) lives in an office on the ground floor
of the Copland Building. Deals mainly
in part-time and casual jobs. Internal

telephone numbers: 3674 or 2442

LOAN FUNDS

Student Loan Fund

Administered by the S.R.C. Loans are .

made to cover costs of tuition, hall fees

or personal hardship. Applications are

available at S.R.C, Office.

Research Students Association Welfare

Fund.

Available to all masters and doctoral

students
'

j|

Vice-Chancellors Discretionary Fund 1

Loans made to staff and students, but
|

not often. Low chances of success. 1

University Credit Union |

Undergraduates are eligible for. member- \

ship of this cooperative 'society and for t

loans.
\

ACCOMMODATION |

The S.R.C. lets twelve rooms in Lennox
|

House at $6 per week. The. rooms are |
allotted after consideration of the

|
financial needs of all applicants. Applic- jj

ation forms available at S.R.C. Office. i

'-i

An accommodation officer also exists
i|

in the Student Administration building,
'

-I

but assistance appears doubtful. J

The lounge-rooms of the Halls/Colleges |

are not uncomfortable. Alternatively -1

fool the maids and live two to a room. ty

SPORTS UNION I

Polinv Makers

The responsibility of promoting organised

sport and providing the opportunity for

students to participate in recreational

activities is undertaken by the Sports

Union. The governing body, the Sports

Council (elected annually by the members),
is responsible for determining policy,

whilst administration of day to day affairs

is undertaken by the Executive Secretary.

Membership
ALL undergraduates are members of the

Sports Union. Post graduates, staff

(academic and administration) and

graduates of any University may apply
for full membership. Spouse of members

may apply for associate membership.

Sports Union Activities

The fostering of affiliated sports clubs
in local and inter-varsity competition

by providing financial, administrative
and moral assistance.

The provision of facilities for recreation
and organised sports.

Facilities

In addition to areas catering for field,

sports, the Sports Union provides the

following for members' use:—

Sports Centre: Kingsley Street Hall —
?

has provision for basketball, volleyball,

netball, indoor hockey and soccer, judo
karate and aikido. The hall is open week

days for casual recreational use when not

scheduled for team practices or com

petition.

Weight training Centre: Kingsley St Hall—
An extensive weight training'and fitness

centre operates for team or individual

training. Professional instructors will

conduct fitness classes for both men and

women commencing early in first term.

Golf Practice Area: A golf practice

area has been developed in the vicinity
of the tennis courts and Sullivans Creek.

This area comprises a driving net, putting

green and sand traps
— all of which are

floodlit for night practice.

Tennis Courts: 11 tennis courts, 2 lit

for night tennis.

Ski facilities: Sports Union will endeavour

to arrange with ski clubs in Thredbo and

Perisher, a system where members may

make use of the lodge at concession
rates.

Future Facilities

In November of 1972, the Sports Union

is hopeful of occupying the first stage

of a large indoor Sports Recreation Centre.

This area will initially comprise 6 squash
courts and administration block. In

later stages, provision has been made for

an indoor heated swimming pool and

sauna area, a multi purpose gymnasium
and other specialist areas.
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Intra Campus Competition

Any interested groups within the Univer- .

sity may combine to play in Tennis,

Volleyball, Basketball, Netball or Soft

ball competitions during the lunch period.

The 1972 competition will commence

early in first term. New activities

will be added to the programme as the

need and interest indicate.

Further Information

Staff: Mr Neil Gray, Executive Secretary

Mrs Eileen Patterson, Office Secretary.
Location: Sports Union Office, Union

Building

Office Hours: 9.00-5.00 pm Monday -

Friday

Telephone: 49.1710 or Ext. 2273

Postal Address: P.O. Box 4, Canberra.

Notice boards around the University

carry further Sports Union information

from time to time.

Clubs

The following clubs are affiliated with

the sports Union: Athletics, Australian

Rules, Badminton, Basketball, Boat,

Joggers, Caving, Cricket, Judo, Golf,

Fencing; Hockey (Mens and Womens),
Horseriding, Karate, Kiteflying

Mountaineering, Parachute, Rifle,

Rugby League, Rugby Union, Ski,

Sailing, Skindiving, Soccer, Squash, Table

Tennis, Tennis, Fitness training.

HEALTH SERVICE

Second floor of the southern wing of

the Copland Building. As well as treating

and advising on personal health problems

(including birth control), minor emerg

ency cases, and advice and innoculations

for.overseas trips, a Sports Clinic is

conducted by the director, Dr.Furnass,
m conjunction wim an onnopaeaic

surgeon and a physiotherapist. A new

female doctor has been appointed to

replace Dr Wallner who left in 1971 .

Pat Sorby, the Health Service nursing
sister is available after hours at her

Deputy Wardens flat in Garran Hall.

Health Service consultations are free. ??:.

Appointments may be made on 4098.

COUNSELLING

Also on the second floor of the Copland

Building. The Counselling Service em

ploys three clinical psychologists.

Appointments can be made to discuss

personal or academic matters. ?

However purely academic matters are

best catered for by associated bodies —

the faculty secretaries, deans, subdeans,

lecturers and tutors should be appro

ached for such advice. An efficient

Reading Laboratory (with one term

courses) is run by Mrs Lyndon Rose.

A Careers and Appointments Officer,

Steve Rawlings is available to chat about

employment prospects etc. He also

arranges for employers to be available

during the year for student discussions.

THE UNION

Operation Hours

During the academic year the building
is open from 8.30 am till late at night
on weekdays, from 1 1 am to 1 0.1 5 pm

on Saturdays. When the Union runs a

function on Saturdays the operational
hours are usually extended until mid

night. Certain areas are open from 1 1 am'

to 7.30 pm on Sundays.

. Meal Service

The Union Refectory, which seats about

250 persons, provides lunches and even

ing meals each week day. The lunch

period is from 12 noon to 2 pm and

the evening meal period from 5 pm to

6.30 pm.
'

.

?

For sandwiches, coffee and tea, etc, the

Milkbar is open from 9 am to 1 1.30 pm

on weekdays and from 1 1 am to 10 pm

on Saturdays. On Sundays it opens

between 1 1 am and 7.30 pm.

Liquor Service

The Union Bar is the first campus bar

in Australia. It is only available to

members who are over the age of 18

years and student cards must be produced
to gain admittance. Students may obtain

their cards from Student Administration
from the beginning of Orientation Week.

Members may bring up to three guests,
but these must be signed in at the door.

A Visitors' Book is provided for the

purpose.

The Bar is open between 12 noon and

2 pm weekdays for drinking with meals.

All types of liquor may be bought by
members for consumption with a 'bona

fide meal.' (Notice on bar door).

From Monday to Thursday the Bar is

also open between 5 pm and 7.30 pm.
Oh Friday and Saturday the hours are

extended from 5 pm to 10 pm.

Entertainment is sometimes provided
in the Bar without entrance fee or cover

charge. These take place mainly on

Friday and/or Saturday nights. These

Bar Nights go from 8 pm to midnight.
On Sundays, 'Union Nights' run for

approximately the same period and are

usually held in the Refectory.

If demand warrants it,
these hours will

be extended into Saturday afternoons

when the T.V. is usually placed in the

Bar area so members may watch tele

vised Saturday sport.

Facilities

Reading Room: For general reading, and

most daily papers, a. few periodicals .

(Time, Illustrated London News, etc.)

and student publications are available.

Games Room: Billiards and table tennis.

A nominal fee (payable at the Milkbar)
is charged for the use of the billiard

tables. . ?

Music Room: Equipped with a piano
and radiogram for making or listening

to music. Records are not supplied.

Bookings (free of charge) may be made

in the Milkbar.

T.V. Room: Need anything be said?

Meetings Room: There is a large room

(seating 80 persons) available for meet

ings, and also a smaller committee room.

The Refectory may be booked for meet

ings outside meal hours and the Bar can

be so used after 8 pm from Monday to

Thursday.

Travel Office: All manner of travel

arrangements can be made through

the A. U.S. Travel Office on the ground
floor.

Union Shop: The Union Shop sells

stationery, records, cigarettes etc., and .

hires academic gowns etc., for graduation
and other occasions.

Function Service

The Union has facilities for clubs or

members to hold social functions. These

must be catered for by the Union.

Organizers are responsible for the con

duct of functions and the House and

other rules are available for inspection by
intending organizers. Bookings may be

made at the Union Office and information

on the legal and Union requirements for

liquor and catering service may also be

obtained there.

The Union holds its own functions from

time to time (Bar Nights, Union Sundays,
Annual Dinner), organizes departmental

Staff/Student cocktail parties and a

social Staff /Student cricket match on

the Sunday of Orientation Week.

New Building
The present building is quite inadequate

for the present membership. A new

Union has been planned for the area

now covered by a car park at the Sull

ivan's Creek end of the Haydon-Allen
Arts Building. The funds made available

by the Commonwealth for this purpose

are inadequate, therefore the Union

has contributed financially to help build

an adequate new home. Although there

have been considerable problems in

finding finance for such a building,

the Union decided to borrow $250,000
which the Board feels will now build

an adequate, though less than desirable
'

?

building. It is hoped that the new build

ing will be available for use some time in

1973.

Union Management
The Union operates under a Constitution -

approved in draft by the University

Council. It is governed by a Board of

Management, which meets at least six

times a year. It consists of ten members

elected annually by and from among the

general membership and seven others,

five of whom are appointed by student

and other University bodies, and the re

maining two are the personal represent

atives of the Vice-Chancellor and the

Bursar. The Board elects its own Chair

man and Deputy Chairman. There is an

Executive which handles major business ;

between Board Meetings.

There are four main committees of the

Board; House, Finance, Bar and Devel

opment, to advise it on these particular

areas. There are also Discipline and

Union Debates Committees.

\ 1 MEET ME UNDER THE BANDSTAND

V., U y BRASS BANDS

UU BEER

Saturday, 3 p.m.. Library Lawn
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The Seeds of Hope
Growing grass is easy enough. You can just plant seeds

and let them grow or not, on their own. But grass is a

plant in very delicate balance with its environment,
for all its apparent strength. As with people, whether

or not a plant merely survives is not a real issue. Har

mony and balance should be created between the vital

forces in the plant and the beneficial aspects of the

environment, if its life is to have high quality.

MYTHS

Acapulco Gold, Panama Red and other strains of grass

are reputed to be particularlypotent because of a fort

uitous combination of climate and soils. Actually, soil

has nothing to do with potency, except that it contrib

utes to the plant's health, and certain mineral deficiencies

do cut down on resin potency. Climate has a similar

relationship with potency. It is the genetic properties
of grass which determine potency, and these genetic

properties vary from strain to strain, but can be easily

manipulated by cultivators.

Another myth holds that male plants are useless for

drugs. This just^ain't so.

Myth number three says that high potency grass can .

only be grown in certain places in the world, when the

truth is that it can be grown anywhere indoors, and in

most places outdoors.

There are a couple of downright destructive myths in

circulation about some aspects of growing grass. One

of these is that the more nitrogen you throw in, the

better; but the fact is that an overdose of nitrogen in

early life will kill the plants, and tqo much nitrogen
at maturity cuts potency way down by limiting resin

secretion. Another myth is that infra-red light is bene

ficial to Cannabis, when in reality it starves the plants
of energy, causing them to stretch out in agony toward

the light source. Another myth is that soil in which grass

is to be grown should be very alkaline. This will kill

most plants and weaken the rest, and we go into soils

extensively later in the article. Another one is that Can

nabis doesn't need much water, the less the better;
while in truth Cannabis needs a great deal of water, it's

just that it can't stand over-wet soil. Then there is the

bit about needing high temperatures and some say even

high humidity, which has led a lot of people to build

sweatboxes in their closets and bathrooms. Grass doesn't

really need temperatures over 75°F, and as for high

humidity, it can cause an accumulation of plant poisons
which kill it in short order.

OVERVIEW

One of the principal reasons that Cannabis occupies a

distinctive niche in the plant kingdom is because of its

unusual and almost unique sexual character. Cannabis

is dioecious; That
is, the male and female organs are

normally manifested in separate plants. Each sex exhibits

a host of specific behavioural and vegetative variations

through a wide range of environmental conditions.

The normal sex ratio is about 1:1, give or take a few ?

points either way, but under abnormal conditions the

ratio can go as high as 9.5:1 female. Then again, when

the environment becomes really threatening, Cannabis

is capable of switching to a predominantly disexual

or hermaphroditic state. Changes such as these may be

thought of as the plant's ability to manifest a survival

drive under conditions which cut off the possibility of
normal reproductive activity.

Both male and female plants will have certain features

which are characteristic of Cannabis. The leaves have

serrated edges, and are shaped like tapered spearheads.
There are from five to eleven leaves to a bunch, and the

most common clusters contain either seven or nine

leaves. The leaves are dark green on top, light green

yellow on the bottom, and have fine downy hairs along .

the lower surface.

THE MALE CANNABIS
The male flowers develop in small, drooping pouches
like scrota which are attached near the forks of branches

and down near the stem of the plant. These flowers

are very rarely associated with the leaf clusters; but

when they are, they occur in bunches of three, as con

trasted with their normal single state. The male flowers

have no petals as such, though the sepals enclosing the

pod are often taken for petals. There are five of these

enclosing lobes, and they are usually greenish-yellow,

occasionally with a red tinge. After the flower opens,

five little stamens pop apart and dangle what are called

anthers from gossamer threads. It is the anthers which

are responsible for dispensing pollen when fertilization

time draws nigh, so it's pretty easy to gauge the divine

moment by noting whether or not the anthers are swollen

and eager-looking. You will be able to tell when pollen

ation is about to take place by noting when the anthers

become fully extended. Their surfaces will begin to

show little white pollen grains about twelve hours before

pollen dispersal. Another sign is that the tiny hairs i
on the undersides of the leaves will become swollen i
about their bases due to the accumulation of calcium 1
oxalate crystals. |

Soon after pollen release,
the male

plants begin to lose
!^j

their green color and waxy texture. They show signs
pj

of death near the base at first, but soon their sheen ?'?

will decay completely, to be replaced with a green-white ^

tinge over the whole plant. The leaves on the lower i

portions will shrivel, the plant will give off a dry rustle ,'?

and release its last puffs of pollen if shaken by the wind 'i

or a passing creature. q

And the life cycle of the male will be complete in the t.

twelfth week of its existence. 'I

THE FEMALE CANNABIS
';

Females outlive the males by three to five weeks, and I

this in part reflects their greater health and vigor during |

life, and in part is tied to their life cycle, which is more %

complicated than that of the male.
\

The female flower is not as obviously complex as the male \

but it goes through a greater variety of changes and is
%

the nexus of the reproductive drive in Cannabis. Female \

flowers look even less like conventional blossoms than
{

do the males. The flower is structurally very simple, \

consisting of a downy pistle surrounded by specialized \

leaves with overlapping edges which form a little pod . j

The pod containing the pistle does not open at blossom ]

time, and thus is pretty hard to follow the development I

processes of your plants without exposing them to i

trauma. These flowers lie in close association with the
j

leaf clusters and never occur by themselves. Although
the female flowers spring up in pairs originally, one of :

the pair will normally abort at fertilization, which is

another example of the marvellous backup systems which

nature devises to assist in fulfilling the life drive. The

surviving flowers are packed more or less tightly together, :

and these leaf /flower clusters often reach an impressive :

size, particularly near the tops of mature females. i

Largely because of their greater leaf mass, but alsp
''?

because of their more vigorous water uptake, female
j

plants will outweight male plants 2:1 at maturity. They I

will generally have more leaves per cluster, and more '

'

clusters of leaves than a male. Because of these heavier

vegetative characteristics, the female will have greater

energy requirements than the male, and will exert a

great draw upon soil nutrients. .

All the time the males are reaching maturity and pre

paring to release pollen, the females are coming into

their fertile period and the flowers are undergoing

developmental changes which will prepare them for sus

taining the reproductive act. The pods are spreading

apart slightly so that the pistle with its stylar branches

can protrude. The leaf clusters show a marked drooping,

so as not to interfere with the circulation of pollen

bearing breezes.

Following the act of pollination, one of each pair of

female flowers will abort. The surviving. member is

then free to draw upon the sustaining fluids of the plant
for energy, and the seed begins to develop.

If good seed is desired from the female, she should be

left alone for at least two weeks after blossoming, or

else the seed will be immature. Even if it manages to

germinate, it will produce feeble plants. Leaving the

female in the ground past flowering, however, tends
to decrease the drug potency of the plant, as much of
its energy turns to producing viable seed. The decision
as to when to harvest, therefore, becomes a crucial one.

For maximum potency, the female plant should be

Female Flowers—
s ? \j

reproductive organs in association with. ^s^
leaf clusters.
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harvested before the stalk begins to pale and lose its

waxy texture. For maximum seed viability, it should

be left until the leaves have dropped off and the seeds

rattle in their pods.

TYPES OF OUTDOOR SOIL
Outdoor soils suited to growing good quality grass
should be a rich loam, interlaced with fine sand and low

in clay content. Soils having their origin in sedimentary
rock are generally considered to be the best bet for

stability and nutrition.

This does not mean that folks living in areas where the

soil is sandy or poor in nutrients need to get upset be-'

cause with proper thought and preparation, Cannabis

will thrive in most soils. The truly limiting factor is

the compaction of the soil, related to clay content,
such soils will resist generation of the fine lateral root

system by which Cannabis picks up nutrients, and

are generally poor in available organic nutrients. Most

disastrously, they promote pooling of water around

the roots of the plants, something which Cannabis

cannot tolerate.

The soil should ball together when squeezed in the

hands, but crumble easily into fine particles.

The rich topsoil described above must be sufficiently

loose in texture to permit root systems development
at least two feet down. A good supply of humus

(decayed organic matter) is a big help because it not

only provides nutrients, but also helps retain and spread

out moisture. Cannabis requires substantial amounts of

water compared to other crops but, as just mentioned,
will not tolerate standing water about its root systems.

For outdoor soils the water table should be at least

three and not over six-feet below the surface.

If you are forced to plant your crop in poor soil due

to a lack of alternatives, you can help your plants to

ward health and happiness by working an organic fertil

izer into the soil at least a week before you plant.

Another alternative is to look for a field where a crop

of clover, beans, or some other nitrogen-fixing plant is

growing; and, if such an area is available, turn under a

plot of such vegetation several months before planting

your Cannabis.

THE OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT
Certain areas are to be avoided unless there is absolutely

no alternative. Soils which contain any concentration

of salt should be bypassed. If Cannabis is planted in

such areas it will grow (if at all) very short, high on

cellulose, very poor on leaves, with low starch and sugar

content, and give an extremely poor grade of resin.

Equally bad are areas with poor drainage; or areas

which are likely to be swamped for even short periods.

Care should be taken to locate an area which receives

at least eight hours of sunlight a day, and which is not

exposed to high humidity situations (like fog) in

association with temperatures below 50°F.

The soil should be loose enough to support the penetrat

ion of growing roots, yet not so loose as to provide an

unstable base for the plants in a strong wind. You.

will also want to check on the depth of the topsoil.

If the weeds don't seem to be able to penetrate more

than a few inches down, the soil is not going to support

your plants very well.

PLANTING OUTDOORS
Just about any method of sowing that results in the seed

being covered by a half inch or more of decent soil

will produce some plants. Of course, the more prepared

the cultivator, and the more methodical, the better will

be the yield
of his labors.

Assuming a somewhat systematic approach is your bag,

the first thing you'll want to do, after finding the appro

priate location for your plot, is to determine whether

Male Flower- \\\ ^\
pods occur separately Mr
from clusters. ^

or not any sort of nutrition supplement is going to be

needed. If you are using land which also supports other

kinds of crops, you may be in luck. Hemp is best grown

in rotation with non-exhaustive crops such as wheat or

?with crops which yield a high return to the soil such

as beans or peas
—

one pound of dry beanstalks con

tains as much available nitrogen as five pounds of

manure. Assuming that your land is not seriously deplet

ed, the following approach works well in most cases.

In the early fall of the year, manure should be worked

into the selected plot with a hoe, and beans or another

legumenous crop should be planted. After two to two

and-a-half months, the beanstalks should be turned

under; and the surface compacted somewhat. Just

tramping around in heavy boots is adequate. The plot
may then be left for winter. In the early spring the plot

should be ready for planting Cannabis when the weather

turns.

SOME CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS
The use of chemicals instead of organic fertilizers

has several advantages under specific conditions. Chem

ical quantities can be regulated rather closely with

established plant requirements. The problem with grass

is that very little research has been done on its require

ments, with the exception of a great little article by
Sister Mary Etienne.Tibeau in 1933. Sister Mary writes

of her work with her plants with the systematic vision

of a fasinated researcher. Her work concentrates part

icularly on the nutrients required to produce the. largest

and thickest leaves and the greatest amounts of resin.

Sister Mary is every grower's spiritual mother superior.

Even if your plants aren't putting out sickness vibrations,

you might want to consider supplementing their straight

soil and organic diet.

THE GOOD SEED
External appearance will give you a good set of clues

to the seed's state of health. Viable seed will be well

fleshed out and not be all crinkled up. 11 will be bright

gray, gray-green, or gray-brown and will appear glossy
if rubbed between the palms of your hands. Good seed

will be heavy enough to sink in a pan of pure water.

Occasionally a good seed will not appear gray, but it will

prove itself by weight, fleshy appearance, and its ability

to sink right along with the boys to the bottom of the

p?-n.

PREPARATION OF SEEDS
You should soak your seeds overnight in a starting

bath of distilled water.

You can, if you wish, give the seeds a little boost by
using additives in the soaking solution. Very little

research has been done of the effects of using plant

growth stimulants on Cannabis seeds in the
starting

solution. One standard additive which is available

through nurseries contains ammoniacal nitrate,

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and soluble potash. Use of

such compounds is more or less at your own risk; be

sure to look at the fertilizer information in the previous

chapter first

ADDITIVES
There are a couple of general points covering use of

additives with particular significance for Cannabis, if

you decide you want to experiment a little.

1. Most growth regulators and stimulants in the pre- .

germination and germination stages require that temper

ature and moisture levels be held constant usually be

tween 65° and 75°F, and 30-50% relative humidity.
2. Most plants seem to benefit from application of growth

stimulants ancl later stages in their growth cycle. Can

nabis Sativa is no exception. Limiting stimulation^ a

carefully controlled environment and perhaps some

nutrients seems to be the best policy at the pregermin
atibn stage. ?

3. The seed should be placed in the earth with the point

ed end up because as the primary tap root emerges from

the pointed end, the natural tendency is to make a turn

and grow downward. If it has to twist and turn in order

to seek its proper direction, two negative effects will

result. First, a great deal of energy stored in the seed

which should be going for root extension will be expend
ed in root positioning, resulting in a lowered energy level

at this critical growth stage. Second, the plant has to

exert a great deal of force, after the tap: coot is extended,
in lifting its head, enclosed by the two halves of the seed

pod, above the soil and in forcing the pod off its back

so that it can spread out its two embryo loaves to begin
the photosynthetic process.

4. Seed should be placed about V2' to %' under the soil

surface. As it develops, it should not have to expend
large amounts of energy pushing through the soil because

it will need the energy later on to siand erect and throw
off the seed coat.

STAGES OF SEEDLING GROWTH

The seedling stem begins to stand erect during the fifth

day, and the seed coat falls away or remains at the soil

surface. The embryo leaves are slightly oval in shape
and are not serrated. They should be yellow-green at

this point, and have a moist, waxy appearance.

The stem of the seedling below the embryo leaves length
ens steadily from the fifth to about the tenth day, the

first leaf node where the embryo leaves are attached

should be 1' to Vh' above the soil surface. Duringthis

period the first pair of foliage loaves will appear. The

first pair will be simple leaves, slightly oval, and will show

serrations. They last only a short time, and the second

and third pairs should appear by the twelfth day.

The embryo leaves, which have functioned as photo
synthetic and food storage organs for the first few weeks,

yellow and fall away during the early part of the third
,

week.

GERMINATING BEDS
The most effective medium for germinating young Can

nabis is fertile soil. The soil should be a mixture of

rich humus and fine sand (spagnum moss and aquarium ,

sand will do nicely). The soil should not be acid; in

fact, a ph reading of 7.5 to 8.0 would be just about right.
A simple litmus test should indicate when the balance

is adequate. The soil can be supplemented with a soluble

nitrogen fertilizer in a solution strength of about 5% An

alternate method is to work animal manure into the

germinating bed soil; a small amount is adequate. In

either case, enrichment should take place 5-7 days

before planting or use as a germinating bed.

Moisture content in germinating soil is a critical factor.
;

.

The surface of the germinating soiPshould bu almost

dry, and the subsurface soil not so moist that it adheres

to the finger.

Temperature plays an important role in assisting ger

,
mination. While Cannabis is capable of sprouting and

surviving at root temperatures as low as 46°F, an ideal

range should start at 65°F and run upwards of 80°F.

NEXT ISSUE
?

.

Well folks, in a weeks time all those seeds

should be germinating nicely. So next

issue we'll cover: Transplanting, Effects

of light, picking and drying. Maybe also

a few words on supergrass.
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RACHEL'S

KITCHEH
Indian Gear & incense

Belts, Bags, Bells & Blazers

Peruvian Ponchos, Puzzle Rings, Posters &

3W«!i^i§SS& Sandals, Singlets & Sandalwood Soap

RACHEL'S KITCHEN

Lower Bailey Arcade

Canberra City.

ANU STUDENTS AND THE COMING
SOCIAL REVOLUTION
A radical approach to highlighting factors involved in sociaj

change. A selection of ANU students — Right Wingers baffle,

Lef.t Wingers propaganda or what might be called abdominal

complaints.

3 pm Wednesday, Copland Lecture Theatre.

A.N.U. UNION

APPLICATION FOR COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP

HOUSE COMMITTEE

Applications are called from among the general membership to fill three positions
on the Union House Committee — applications to reach the Union Office by 5 pm
on Friday, 17th March 1972.

E.C.deTotth

Secretary to the Union.

Please fill in the form below and return to the Union Office by 5pm on Friday,

17th March.

I

? wish to apply for a position on the

(BLOCK LETTERS)
Union House Committee and declare myself willing to act on that Committee if

elected.

Course ? Signed ? ! ?

Year..;. ? Address ?

BAR COMMITTEE

Applications are called from among the general membership to fill one position on

the Union Bar Committee — applications to reach the Union Office by 5 pm on

Friday 17th March 1972.

E.C. de Totth

Secretary to the Union.

Please fill in the form below and return to the Union Office by 5 pm on Friday
17th March.

'

I ? wish to apply fora position on the

{BLOCK LETTERS)

Union Bar Committee and declare myself willing to act on that Committee if

elected. ?''.'''

Course ? ...Signed ?

Year
? Address ? - ? :

?

THE UNION SHOP

PEN. am- am

UN|On BUILDING, LOWER GROUND FLOOR
12 noon

— 5 pm

AVAILABLE IN THE SHOP:

Gowns fqr hire *A
^

Stationery * Wn a
^t^^.

Sporting Equipment \ ?? f ^^^^
Stamps : v fjy ^'^
Toilet Requirements |^^V f 0m^M
Cigarettes and Tobacco ^^^^^M ^^^m
Dissection Sets ^^^^^^ ^^^m
Drawing Sets ? ^^^^

'

» jflflr
Geological Hammers ^K .^^V \ 1 fi^^T
Greeting- Cards

. ^^k ^^^^\ \\ j^^B
Dry Cleaning ^^^^^^^^L ' ^IA
Slide Rules '? .^^H^^^^L *H
General Canteen Ware . ^^^^^^^^^^k ^^^ft
Writing Equipment ^^^^^^^B^ J^^IH
Agent for Parker Pens ^^^^^V^^^^ ^^fll^H
Paper Backs ^^^^^^^ ^^^^fe^^^^^^V
Stockings ^f^r ^^^^^^^BF
Souvenirs; ^^^BP^
Records

SPECIAL PRICES FOR MEMBERS. COME AND BUY! YOU
WILL BENEFIT BY SUPPORTING YOUR OWN SHOP.

IN THE COURTS

Cannabis vRegina
On the third day of the hearing of Regina

v. Cannabis, Inspector 'Knacker of the

Yard' Knacker described a visit to the

offices of 'Fuzz,' the underground mag

azine, in the course of which he and his

men took into custody the entire staff,

5000 back numbers of the magazine,
a filing cabinet and a copy of Roget's
Thesaurus.

Mr Justice Dribble: Is that a dirty book?

Knacker: It is full of 'words' your

honour, many of them of four-letters

such as you would not be likely to use

in everyday polite conversation.

Mr George Melly (a critic): —off, you
?

? s.

Knacker: I must ask you to come along
with me.

Dribble: Are you arresting this man?

Mr Ossie Cannabis (Defendant): This .

is a political trial as the result of a per

sonal vendetta by Inspector Knacker ...

Knacker: Belt up, sonny Jim, if you

know what's good for you.

Dribble: Would someone be good enough 1

to tell me ...
\

Mr Anthony Palmer (a writer): —up, you m

old ?

'

?

i

Dribble: Will someone please fill in
'|

those blanks. I am a little hard of hearing?
f|

Knacker: They are obscene words, your j

honour, of the type that should not be
|

heard in a court of law, and as for you \

long-haired
- ? —

—

's ...
. |

Dribble: -—

off, you Fascist -- —

. $

.??

?'
'

?? ??

'

???
.- !

Knacker: You are under arrest, my Lord,
|

charged with insulting a police officer.
'

~t

?'-.??????
'

?

'

'

j

Cannabis: I say, you fellows, remember i

where you are.
?

7}

%
Mr Justice Dribble was then assisted

j
from the Court, kicking and screaming, \

and the Home Secretary announced that ^
the party would be continued in camera, |

as 'it would be rather embarrassing if |

some of this stuff got out.' ]

i

A repeat of the trial will be held at the I

Union next Tuesday. (Tickets $2, $4.
ej

All others sold). t
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an.u.c.k.
Means kites .

Means your harmless village idiots

Means Sports Union Subsidies

Means Ludwig: 8 foot of red hexagon
and all kite.

Means fairy bread & demonade picnics

almost any day the wind's blowing. .

Means sport for non-athletes, art for

non artists and enough ragged idiocy

for anybody.

Our patrons include Lord Baden-Powell

('likes small boys'); Charlie Brown, Dr.

Francis Pigallo and Tomi Ungerer.

A.N.U.C.K. lives under almost any kite.

See you there.

culture for
a dollar

I We are the ANU Poetry Society. We .

I have produced a book. The book

|
holds nine ANU campus poets. It

|
also holds illustrations by Arthur Boyd.

|
Casey Van Sebille, Bernard Hardy.

|
The book aims to represent the Poets

I of ANU and not simply a selection of

1 Poems of ANU. That is the only
I Editorial policy. The book is

jj

?

paperback size, a perfectly bound .

I oaDerback. 96 riaaes lona. all ooetrv.

| costing $1, worth every cent.'

I It will be readily available in Orientat

| ion Week arid throughout the year. You

|
can get it either .from the poets them

|
selves or the Union Co-op

| Bookshop.
'

'

;

'

.

|
? ? ???'.;

|
The book will be launched 8 pm

| Tuesday March 7; Many, prominent
I people will be there.' Free grog available.

I You and you and you are welcome.

I
I Readings of new poems will occur. It

I is hoped some readings will be done

1 by prominent Australian poets, of their

1 work.

I The entire adventure of an anthology

I of campus poets will be made or lost

| by the extent of your patronage. . If

1 you buy the book, all its.prof its will

I serve to provide the basis for similar

I ventures next year. If you don't buy
1

it,
the ANU Poetry Society will have a

1 large debt. — As if such considerations

1 should sway you.. You will like it —

1 it is a quality production, thus irresistible.
i

'

? ?''

* . ::

?

recycled
knowledge
Turn unwanted text books into real

live cash. The SRC Second-Hand Book

shop is again being run in the Childers

Street Buildings (notices on Childers St..

Hall). The SRC acts as an agent, retaining

10% of the value of books sold to cover

wages, etc, Open 11 am - 3 pm daily

and 5 pm- 7 pm Wednesdays. All

unsold textbooks can be collected later

in the year at a date to be announced.

} calling all

I iron men

?|

Venue: West Basin, Lake Burley Griffin

;| Race: Will include a sprint, surfboard

,| paddle (not ski) (500 yards),
-

| swim (400-500 yards) and

{ final sprint.

'j
Course: A course will be clearly marked

\ by buoys
'i Sections: Senior 18 years and'over

X Iiinint''llnrlai-1Q

% Safety: During the Carnival, West Basin

|
will be under the complete con

4 trol of the A.C.T. Water Police.

I Adequate safety patrols will be

3 ,
available at all times..

i Trophies: Suitable trophies will be pro

.? vided for the winners of each

I section.

i] Enquiries and further entry forms:

| ANU Sports Union -491710

|
ACT National Fitness Office 49601 1

1 Ext. 378.

Knitwits have the Know-how
Naturally with Wool . . .

^^\ They've joined the Junior Beat

(tlwfffiki
Wlt'1 body bugging, denim

w^)))) look, rib knit sweaters and vests
^SSUzz' - co-ordinates to set you riqht

on the tashion front. Pure new

KNITWIT1^ wool in cosy colours. Sizes, S,AA
rvni i w 1 1 si

and L from $a on the lst f|oor

DiMD JONES'
for service
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[?]
If you were a milkmaife/ ^-
involved in providingfess-*^
entials for life wouldpduV -

deliver contraceptivel^^—^
Something has to be cratM^
to overcome uncontrolled

population growth.

Mjvrmk was not advertised
or freely available - would

/you drink it? There is a

jot to suggest people don't
use contraceptives when

they should. Advertising
contraceptives is illegal in

all states except South
Australia.

Disgusted at the sight of
f rench letters on the door

step? Sorry, (that's where
children are usually aban

doned).

I Contraceptives can be

I bought from most phar
I macists or the Family
I Planning Association.
I The pill, diaphragm and

I intra-uterine devices
I (IUD) require medical

I consultation. However,

I french letters, the most

I popular method used by
I men, and foaming con

I traceptive creams and
I chemicals, which are

I inserted into the vagina,
I can be purchased with

I out medical advise. Why
I don't you buy some in

I -

case they're needed?


